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FOREWORD 

l.ssential to an understandinp, of the results of aircraft testinq 
is an undcrstan.ling of the differences between engineering and service 
testing. 

lingineering testing, using instrumented aircraft and calibrated 
instruments, can determine and record the exact performance, control 
response and limits, engine performance and power available, through 
accurate measurements and reduction of data to standard conditions. 
Thus, it is possible to determine when an aircraft is approaching or 
exceeding design limits or other specified criteria. 

Service testing, using aircraft in standard configuration, results 
in a qualitative evaluation for user-type information. This informa- 
tion is based on a broad scope of pilot experience and technique pro- 
vided by pilots ranging from those recently out of school to those with 
considerable field operational experience. The installed instruments 
and gauges are used to determine significant operating data. These 
instruments are not usually calibrated but represent typical instru- 
ments found in production helicopters. These instruments and gauges 
are verified for accuracy within acceptable tolerances but do not attain 
the precision provided by the calibrated equipment used for engineering 
testing. 

The service test-pilot makes qualitative observations on only what 
he experiences during normal service flying. These observations are 
not correlated to such factors as the margin of control remaining or 
exact rates of control response.  Ixact measurements of such factors 
are necessarily the responsibility of the engineering test agency. 
Thus, service testing may show that the aircraft is suitable for per- 
forming a mission when, actually, flight has been performed close to, 
or within, control margins specified by military specifications. What 
may appear to be discrepancies between service and engineering test 
reports is actually the difference between qualitative and quantitative 
reporting 

The Light Observation Helicopter evaluation is the first combined 
aircraft engineering and service test program that has resulted in co- 
ordination of reports and comparison of reports prior to procurement 
decision. Caution must be exercised, therefore, to preclude taking an 
item out of context in any one report to establish a particular position. 
Seeming inconsistencies can be reconciled only by examination of all 
reports with due regard to the specific conditions under which the test 
was accomplished. 
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k ABSTRACT 

Stability and control  flight tests were conducted on the 0H-4A 
helicopter to determine the stability and control characteristics 
throughout the flight envelope for the unarmed (cxean)  and armed 
configurations,    T»«»« wgrg ^^^ucted by the U, S.  Army Aviation 
Test Activity at Edwards Air Force Base,  California and auxiliary 
sea level test sites near Bakersfield, Californias^Ninety-three 
test flights were conducted for 75:30 hours productive test time.« 
These testa were accomplished during the period of 28 March through 
31 June 1964^->A11 test data were hand recorded from sensitive 
instruments or recorded on an oscillograph.-) 

The quantitative test results and qualitative pilot's  -omments 
indicate that the 0H-4A complied with most of the stability and 
control requirements of MIL-H-85C1A.    The stability and control 
characteristics were found to be gentewty satisfactory for all 
conditions  tested, except  for the  fajATowing: 

1. Maximum sideward and rearward ^flight speeds were longi- 
tudinally control limited when operatin^qear the present forward 
longitudinal C.G.  limit (Station 99.0). 

2. The directional control system exhibited excessive 
mechanical play and the directional acceleration was too high. 

Tue sideward and rearward speed limitations may decrease the mission 
capability and compromise safety of flight under certain conditions. 

The armament tests on the 0H-4A indicated that the helicopter 
was a stable weapons platform which exhibited satisfactory control- 
lability characteristics.    There are, however, certain shortcomings 
which should be corrected.    These shortcomings are: 

1. Excessive airspeed fluctuation during a firing sequence. 

2. Structural damage to the gun mount when firing the XM-8 
armament kit and an inadequate shell ejection area in the fairing 
assembly on the XM-7 armament kit. 

The stability characteristics of the 0H-4A were found to be 
generally better than those of the OH-13H and OH-23D helicopters. 
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SECTION   1 -  GENERAL 

1.1 REFERENCES 

a. Military Characteristics, Light Observation Aircraft, TCTC 
Meeting 128,  Item 3408, 20 May  1960. 

b. Combat Development Objectives Guide  (U)   (CDOG), Paragraph 
533a(l)  as changed 25 March  1961. 

c. Letter, AMCPM, Headquarters, U,  S.  Army Materiel Command, 
12 March 1963, subject:    "Test Directive, Evaluation of LOH," with 
1 inclosure entitled "Test Directive for Flight Evaluation of OH-4/ 
OH-5/OH-6 Aircraft." 

d. Letter, AMSTE-BG, Headquarters, U.  S. Army Test and Evaluation 
Command, 23 April  1963, subject:    "Test Directive for Light Observa- 
tion Helicopter." 

e. Technical Development Plan, U.  S. Army Transportation Materiel 
Command, Project No. L-R-1-41803-D-168,  Light Observation Helicopter, 
20 February 1963. 

f. Military Specification MIL-H-8501A, "General Requirements 
for Helicopter Flying and Ground Handling Qualities," 7 September 
1961. 

g. Federal Aviation Agency Type Inspection Authorization No. 
CH666-2DM,   14 January 1964. 

h.    "OH-4A Helicopter Armament Kit  —  Installation and Operation," 
Bell Helicopter Company,  28 February 1964. 

i.     Final Report of "Engineering Test of the Stability and Control 
Characteristics of the OH-1 H Equipped with the XM-1 Armament Kit," 
U,  S. Army Aviation Test Activity, April  1964. 

j.    Coordinated Plan of Test, USATECOM Project No.  4-3-02S0-( ), 
"Military Potential Test of the Light Observation Helicopter  (LOH) 
OH-4A, OH-5A,  and 0H-6A," U.  S. Army Aviation Test Board, 
17 September  1963. 

1.2 AUTHORITY 

Directive:  Letter, AMSTE-BG, Headquarters, U. S. Army Test and 
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tvaluation Command (USATECOM),  23 April   1963, subject:    "Test 
Directive for Light Observation Helicopter." 

1.3 OBJECTIVES 

The objective of this program was to conduct engineering 
stability and control flight tests of the Light Observation Heli- 
copter (LOH) OH-4A to  (a)     confirm contractor compliance with the 
approved Army Military Characteristics  for an unarmed  (clean)  and 
armed OH-4A helicopter,  using Military Specification MIL-H-8501A 
as a guide,   ind  (b)  provide data to assist in selecting an LOH 
design for possible future production. 

1.4 RESPONSIBILITIES 

The U.  S.  Army Aviation Test Activity  (USAATA)  was  designated 
Executive Test Agency for the confirmatory engineering tests in the 
LOH program and is responsible  for test execution and test reporting 
of its assigned program phase. 

1.5 DESCRIPTION OF MATERIEL 

a. Technical Characteristics 

The 0H-4H design is a single main-rotor and anti-torque 
tail-rotor configuration.     The cockpit configuration is     vo-p'.ace, 
providing seating for a pilot and an observer.    Temporary (stowable) 
seating is provided in the rear (cargo)  area for two passengers.    The 
main-rotor blades can be manually folded and unfolded.    The landing 
gear is of the skid type.    A single "L"-shaped rubber-bladder fuel 
cell is  located under the  flooring in the passenger-cargo compartment 
and has a usable capacity of 76 gallons.    The 0H-4A is powered by an 
Allison T63-A-5 gas turbine engine, with a takeoff power rating of 
250 shaft horsepower (SHP)   at 6000 revoluations per minute  (rpra). 
Conventional dual flight controls are incorporated.    The pilot's 
collective pitch control stick incorporates the engine-starter 
button.    The pilot's cyclic pitch control stick grip incorporates 
switches for armament selection, filing, hover/landing lights, and 
intercom or radio selection. 

b. Physical Characteristics 

The 0H-4A has the  following physical characteristics: 

Rotor diameter 32  ft 

Overall length 37 ft 

Length  (blades  folded) 27 ft    2-1/2 in. 
(Continued on next page) 
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Minimum width - 5  ft.10 in. 

Maximum height - 8 ft.  8-1/2 in. 

Design gross weight - 2S72 lb. 

Empty weight - 1600  lb. 

Overload gross weight - 2900 lb. 

c.    0H-4A Armament 

The XM-*7 and XM-8 armament kits were provided with the 
0H-4A.    The armament kits were mounted at different  times on the 
left side of the aircraft. 

(1) XM-7 Armament Kit 

The XM-7 is a light helicopter armament kit consisting 
of two M-60C 7.62 mm machine guns vertically positioned in a single 
pod.    These kits can be installed on the left or right side of the 
0H-4A, or on both sides simultaneously.    The XM-7 basic sighting 
range is 500 meters.    The M-60C has a firing rate of 600 round per 
minute.    Using one can of ammunition  for each kit  (600 rounds),  con- 
tinuous  firing time is approximately one minute.    With a single kit 
installation  (left side), the ammunition  from both cans can be used 
and the firing time is increased to approximately two minutes. 
Fire coverage is controllable in elevation from 3-1/2 degrees above 
to 35 degrees below the helicopter waterline.    With the left-side  in- 
stallation only, using four ammunition cans,  the system weight is 
375 pounds. 

(2) XM-8 Armament Kit 

The XM-8 is a light helicopter armament kit consisting 
of one M-75 40 mm grenade launcher.     This kit is mounted on the  left 
side of the 0H-4A.    The XM-8 basic sighting range is 400 meters and, 
like that of the XM-7, includes elevation control from 3-1/2 degrees 
above ♦•o 35 degrees below the helicopter waterline.    The M-75 has  a 
firing rate of 150 rounds per minute which gives  a continuous  firing 
time of 53 seconds.    Normally,  anmunition is carried in two ammuni- 
tion cans which provide a total of 132 rounds.    A single can installa- 
tion with 77 rounds   (30-second firing)   can be used.    This permits 
the right aft seat to be utilized for cargo,  equipment, or a passenger. 
The system weight with the single ammunition can  is  260 pounds. 

The XM-7 and XM-8 armament kits are interchangeable on 
the left side of the helicopter. The right-side XM-7 kit can be in- 
stalled with either the XM-7 cr XM-8 installed on the left side of 
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the helicopter. These kits are attached to the cargo deck, which 
is a main fuselage structure. All attachment hardpoints are included 
in the basic airfraroe structure, and necessary wiring is included 
in thu M»ic aircraft. The guns are encased in pods, and ammuni- 
tion is routed from cans in the aft compartment through the mount 
structure to each  gun.    Ammo chutinj is short,  direct  and not exposed. 

The  sight system is usable with either the XM-7 or XM-8 
installation.    Sighting information is presented visually for both 
pilot and observer and may be changed from the XM-7 to the XM-8 
setting by a switch on the sight body. 

Three  axis Stability Augmentation Equipment  (SAE)   is 
provided as an integral part of the armament installation and includes 
a headmg-hold feature that permits the pilot or observer to trim the 
helicopter, thus the guns, in azimuth. 

Both   armament systems  require AC  and DC power.    The 
battery,  generator and inverter will normally be "on" and the arma- 
ment and SAE circuit breakers will be engaged. 

1.6    BACKGROUND 

a. Requirement 

Paragraph  533a(l)  of the Combat Development Objectives Guide 
(CDOG), 25 March  19b3 (reference b.),  and the approved Militär) Charac- 
teristics  (MC's)   (reference a)  describe the light observation heli- 
copter as  follows:     "The  light observation aircraft shall be a light- 
weight,  reliable,  easily maintainable, readily air transportable 
helicopter capable of performing the following missions:    visual 
observation and target acquisition,  reconnaissance, and command control, 
The helicoptCi  will be of minimum size consistent with the  requirement 
for a pilot and three passengers, or i pilot and 400 pounds  of cargo. 
Reliability and frontline supportability shall be given primary con- 
sideration." 

b. General 

(1)     In October  1959,   the Office of Chief, Reiearch  and 
Development, Department of the Army,  initiated an Army Aircraft 
Development Plan to develop firm guidance  for Army aviation  for the 
period 1960-1970.     As part of this plan,  three Army Study Requirements 
(ASR's)  describing broad development objectives  in the area of light 
observation,    manned surveillance,  and tactical   transport were pre- 
pared.    The ASR's were presented to industry at  Fort Monroe,  Virginia, 
on 1 December 1959. 

J 
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(2) As a result of the ASR 1-60 study on Ar«y light obser- 
vation aircraft, a decision was made to use light observation 
helicopters  and to phase light observation aircraft out of Army in- 
ventory.    The Light Observation Helicopter  (LOH)   Design Competition 
was  initiated on  14 October 1960 by a letter to industry from the 
Bureau of Weapons,  U. S.  Navy.    The designs were evaluated jointly 
by the U.  S.  Army and U.  S. Navy,  and three designs were selected 
for prototype testing.    The Army model designations for these heli- 
copters are 0H-4A, 0H-5A and OH-6A. 

(3) The contracts for "off-the-shelf direct procurement 
were negotiated directly with the manufacturers.    Contracts were 
awarded in November 1961  to each manufacturer for delivery of five 
prototype helicopters to be type certificated by the Federal 
Aviation Agency (FAA) in compliance with CAR, part 6.    The Army had 
the rption of accepting delivery before certification providing the 
FAA had issued a Type Inspection Authorization (TIA). 

1.7    FINDINGS 

At airspeeds above  35 knots calibrated airspeed (KCAS), the static 
longitudinal  trim stability was positive  (stable)   for all flight con- 
ditions tested.    At airspeeds below 35 KCAS, there was a slight long- 
itudinal cyclic control position reversal that was not considered 
objectionable.    Lateral  cyclic control and directional control trim 
positions did not significantly change over the helicopter airspeed 
range.    When the helicopter was loaded to an aft center-of-gravity 
(C.G.)  location, the forward longitudinal  cyclic control travel margin 
of 10 percent was reached at approximately   106 KCAS.    As gross weight 
was   increased from design to overload, the   longitudinal cyclic control 
trim position moved slightly aft and the static trim stability became 
somewhat less positive.     During climbing flight,   longitudinal  control 
position was   forward of the level  flight position approximately .3 
inch and, during autorotation,  was aft of the level flight position 
approximately  1 inch.    The degree of positive trim stability was 
approximately the same in climbing flight  as  in  level   flight. 

The static trim stability  for the anaed configuration showed little 
little change in the longitudinal and directional  requirements.    The 
resulting change in lateral C.G.  required approximately 2 inches of 
right lateral cyclic displacement. 

Tne static longitudinal trim stability of the 0H-4A helicopter 
is  greater than that of the 0H-23D and less than  that of the OH-13H in 
the speed range from 30 to 65 KCAS.    The static trim stability of the 
0H-4A is considered to be adequate and satisfactory. 

The static longitudinal collective fixed stability was  generally 
positive (with no objectionable longitudinal control reversals en- 
countered at  the  flight  conditions tested).     With  an aft C.G.   location. 
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the static longitudinal stability became less positive as trim J 
airspeed was  increased.    At a forward C.G.  location»  the static 
stability became more positive with increasing airspeed above 60 
KCAS.    There was no significant gross weight effect on the static 
stability.    There was a slight decrease in static longitudinal 
stability with increasing altitude. 

The installation of the armament kits did not have a signif- 
icant effect on the collective fixed static longitudinal stability. 

The degree of collective fixed static trim stability of the 
0H-4A helicopter la   generally less than that of the 0H-13H and is 
considered better than that of the OH-23D, which exhibits negative 
stability.    The degree of positive static longitudinal collective 
fixed stability exhibited by the 0H-4A is considered to be satis- 
factory. 

The static lateral-directional stability characteristics of 
the OH-4A were generally acceptable and positive effective dihedral 
was present  for all conditions tested.    There was, however,  a 
slight directional control  reversal between zero and 10 degrees 
right  sideslip during level  flight at low airspeed.    This reversal 
was not considered to be objectionable.    The static directional 
stability increased with airspeed and decreased with increasing 
altitude.    Static directional stability was approximately the same 
for all gross weights.    During autorotation, the effective dihedral "") 
was generally less than that for level  flight and climb; however, 
it remained slightly positive. 

Installation of the armament kits did not significantly affect 
the static lateral-directional flying qualities. 

The degree of positive static lateral-directional stability dis- 
played by the 0H-4A is  generally similar to the amount displayed by 
both the 0H-13M and OH-23D. 

Stabilized sideward flight to the  left was determined to be 
limited by longitudinal control travel.    This limit was observed 
to be particularly critical with the helicopter loaded near the 
forward C.G.   location  (Station 99.0).    Sufficient control was avail- 
able to permit right  sideward flight up to 35 knots  true airspeed 
(KTAS)   under all  loading conditions. 

Rearward flight with the 0H-4A was  limited to approximately  10 
KTAS by longitudinal  cyclic control available when the helicopter 
was loaded to a forward C.G.   (Station 99.5).    Establishment of a 
forward C.G.   limit of Station 101 would allow rearward flight to be 
accomplished up to 30 KTAS and meet the  requirements of MIL-H- 
8501A. 
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With present C.G.  limits,   :he 0H-4A has   less sideward and 
rearward flight capability than the OH-1311 helicopter.    Data were 
not available for comparison with the OH-23D. 

The dynamic stability characteristics of the OH-4A were satis- 
factory for all conditions tested.    The damping was  high with the 
motions being essentially "deadbeat" or damped out in one cycle. 
As airspeed was  increased,the damping decreased; consequently the 
stability was  less positive.    Increasing altitude and gross weight 
had little effect on the dynamic stability characteristics. 

The dynamic stability for the armed configuration was  found to 
be essentially the same as that  for the clean configuration.    The 
SAE slightly  improved the dynamic stability  in a hover. 

The controllability of the 0H-4A helicopter was  sufficient and 
in the proper direction for all conditions  tested.     MIL-H-8501A was 
generally complied with; however, the directional control sensi- 
tivity and response was too high to allow good flying and handling 
qualities.    This high directional control sensitivity and control 
response coupled with the mechanical play in the directional control 
system, resulted in  frequent overcontrolling and difficulty in 
stabilizing in turbulent conditions.    Longitudinal and directional 
coupling was present for lateral control inputs.    Directional 
control inputs resulted in coupling about the  longitudinal and 
lateral axes.    These coupling effects  increased in magnitude with 
increasing airspeed. 

The controllability characteristics  in the armed configuration 
were basically the same as those exhibited  for the clean  configura- 
tion.     The SAE decreased the controllability by a small amount about 
all three axes. 

The longitudinal and lateral controllability characteristics ex- 
hibited by the OH-4A were as good as, or better than, those displayed 
by the 0H-13H and OH-23D helicopters. 

The effectiveness of the 0H-4A as a weapons platform was not in- 
fluenced by any adverse stability and control contributions from 
firing the armament.    The  lateral C.G. wrs   limited to 1.18 inches due 
to high airspeed transmission spike pounding.    The structural vibra- 
tory  loads induced by the firing tests were  quantitatively judged to 
be higher with the XM-8 armament.    The standard airspeed system was 
found to fluctuate -  15 knots and was consequently  inaccurate during 
a firing sequence.     The major deficiency encountered with  the IM-7 
armament was   frequent jamming of the top gun.    This was caused by 
the insufficient shell casing exit area in the gun  fairing.    The XM-8 
mounting assembly  is presently unable to absorb the  vibration and 
loads   induced during a firing sequence. 
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Autorotational characteristics were good.    With a sudden 
reduction in power, there was an  immediate yaw to the left which 
was easily controllable.     No pitching,  rolling or other adverse 
characteristics were noted.    There was  sufficient rotor inertia 
to allow the collective pitch control to be held in the trim 
position for at least 2 seconds. 

No adverse characteristics were noted in the armed configur- 
ation and the reaction to a sudden power loss was basically the 
same as  for the clean configuration. 

The cyclic and directional control breakout forces  and force 
gradients did not comply with the requirements of MIL-H-8501A; 
however, the cyclic control forces were high enough to hold the 
controls in any given position.    The directional control  forces 
were inadequate and should be increased to comply with the re- 
quirements of MIL-H-8501A.    The directional control system ex- 
hibived a certain amount  of mechanical play which made the air- 
craft difficult to stabilize during low power and low airspeed 
fli^t conditions.    There was mechanical cyclic-collective control 
coupling with the boost system both "on" and "off."      This coupling 
caused the cyclic control  to move  forward as the collective control 
was raised and move aft as  the collective was lowered.    The 
collective stick position was not influenced by cyclic stick move- 
ment with the boost "on";  however, with the boost system "off," 
cyclic movement caused the collective to move.    Although  in viola- 
tion of MIL-H-8501A, paragraphs  3.4.2 and 3.4.3,  this coupling was 
small  and was very easily overcome by the pilot either holding the 
control or using a small  amount of friction. 

1.8    CONCLUSIONS 

None 

1.9    RECOMMENDATIONS 

None 

) 
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SECTION  2     -     DETAILS AND RESULTS OF  SUB-TESTS 

2.0     INTRODUCrrON 

Stability and control tests were conducted on the OH-4A 
helicopter to determine the  stability and control  characteristics 
throughout the flight envelope specified in Federal Aviation 
Agency Type  Inspection Authorization  (FAA TIA)  No.  CH666-2DM, 
dated  14 January 1964.    Tests with a XM-7 or XM-8 armament kit in- 
stalled were conducted to determine the effect of these kits on 
stability and control.     In addition, XM-7 and XM-8 firing tests 
were conducted to determine the aircraft's suitability as a 
weapons platform.    Tests were conducted by the U,  S. Array 
Aviation Test Activity at Edwards Air Force Base,  California and 
at auxiliary  sea-level test   sites near Bakersfield, California. 
Ninety-three test  flights were conducted for 75:30 productive 
flight hours.    The tests were accomplished during the period of 
28 March through 31 June  1964. 

All stability and control tests were conducted at a rotor rpm 
of 394 (100 percent N2) at the following conditions in addition to 
those specified in each sub-test: 

Density Altitude    Center of Gravity 
Gross  Wei j}ht ft Location 

(Sta.   106.0) 

Configuration 

Design 5000 Aft Clean 

Design 5000 Fwd (Sta.  99.0) Clean 

Overload 5000 Aft (Sta.   106.0) Clean 

Design 10,000 Aft (Sta.   106.0) Clean 

Design 5000 Aft (Sta.   106.0) Armed  (XM-7 or 
XM-8) 

All tests were conducted in non-turbulent atmospheric condi- 
tions   so that  the  stability  and control  data would not be  influenced 
by uncontrolled disturbances.    The design gross weight and overload 
gross weight  for the OH-4A are 2572 pounds and 2900 pounds,  respectively. 
The  longitudinal  center-of-gravity   (C.G.)   envelope was  Station 99.0 
(forward)  to Station  106.0   (aft)   and the  lateral  limits were 3.0  inches 
right  to 3.0 inches  left of the helicopter centerline. 

The armament tests  (both firing and non-firing) were conducted 
at design  gross weight at an  aft C.G.   location over a density altitude 
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range of 3000 to 5000  feet.    The armament equipment was maintained 
and  loaded by U.  S. Army Aviation Test Activity personnel. 
?ersonnel  from Springfield Armory, Springfield, Massachusetts, 
observed the  firing tests in a consulting and advisory capacity. 

The  stability and control  tests were conducted in the following 
sequence.    The static stability tests were conducted first at  the 
lower altitude and gross weight  combinations.    After a major 
portion of the static stability tests was completed, the dynamic 
and controllability tests were  started.    This sequence allowed the 
test program to be conducted in the safest and most logical manner. 

The control  rigging was  checked prior to the  first test  flight 
to insure conformity with the manufacturer's  specifications.    At 
various times during the test program the control  rigging was   re- 
checked to determine if any change had occurred. 

The stability and control  characteristics of the OH-4A were 
checked for conformity with MIL-H-8501A, where applicable.    In 
addition,   a comparison with the 0H-13H and OH-23D helicopters' 
stability and control characteristics was made where possible. 

The test instrumentation used during this program was supplied, 
calibrated,  installed and maintained by the Logistics Division of 
the U,  S. Array Aviation Test Activi'.y,    The test instrumentation 
consisted of sensitive visual  indicators and a 14-channel 
Midwestern oscillograph.    A swivel type pitot-static airspeed "N 
system was used to determine airspeed,  and fuel used was measured J 
by a Potter flow meter installation.    The total weight of the in- 
strumentation was  116 pounds. 

The airspeed and altitudes  referred to in this report are 
calibrated airspeed (CAS)  and density altitude  (Ho)  unless otherwise 
noted. 

2.1     STATIC TRIM STABILITY 

2.1.1 OBJECTIVE 

The objectives of the tests were to determine the static trim 
stability and flying qualities as the  trim airspeed was  varied 
during climb,  level flight and autorotation. 

2.1.2 METHOD 

The tests were conducted for the  flight conditions listed in 
Section 2.0   /'Introduction" and as specified in the following table, 
unless otherwise noted: 

(See following page for Table) 
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Conditions 
Airspeed Range 

KCAS 

ClUb M to 60 

Level  Flight Approx. 20  to Vmax 

Autorotation 20 to 45 (Clean Configuration Only) 

Autorotation 20 to 60 (Armed Configuration Only) 

Control positions and aircraft attitudes were recorded for 
each trim airspeed. The helicopter was stabilized at the trim air- 
speeds by varying the control! as   required for the flight conditions. 

2.1.3 RESULTS 

Graphical test results are presented in Figures No. 1 through 
7, Section 3, Appendix I. 

2.1.4 ANALYSIS 

2.1.4.1    Quantitative Engineering Analysis of Static Trim Stabüity 

a.    Clean Configuration 

The static longitudinal trim stability was  generally 
positive (stable)   for all  flight conditions tested.    There was a 
•light longitudinal cyclic control position reversal below 35 knots 
calibiated airspeed (KCAS); however, the magnitude of the reversal 
was small and was not considered unsatisfactory.    For all airspeeds 
above 35 KCAS,  the cyclic control position moved forward with  in- 
creasing airspeed, and there were no discontinuities.    Lateral  cyclic 
control and directional control variations with changes  in airspeed 
were small with the controls near  their center of travel  at  100 KCAS. 

As the C.G.   location was changed from forward (Station 
99.95)  to aft (Station  105.80),  the longitudinal cyclic control 
position moved forward approximately 2.0  inches.    Extrapolation 
of the test data obtained at 5000   feet indicated that at an aft C.G. 
location (Station  105.80)   the helicopter would be longitudinally 
control limited to 121 KCAS.    Ten percent of the longitudinal  control 
travel remaining appeared to o:cur at 106 KCAS.    The  forward C.G. 
location (Station 99.95)  resulted  in a slight  increase  in the   low 
speed longitudinal control posi  i'jn reversal.     Lateral  and direc- 
tional control position characteristics  were similar for all C.G. 
locations except that at the  forward C.G.  location (Station 99.95) 
and at airspeeds below 35 KCAS there was  apparently a change  in tail- 
rotor effectiveness and more  left  pedal  was required. 

There were no significant cyclic or pedal  control 
position changes as a function of  gross weight.    As gross weight was 
increased from a design to an overload condition, the  longitudinal 
cyclic control position moved slightly aft and  the static trim 
stability was somewhat  less positive. ,i 
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Longitudinal cyclic control position moved aft approx- 
imately 1 inch as  the flight regime was  changed from level  flight to 
a steady-state autorotation.    This  longitudinal position change was 
present  for all conditions tested.    A slow transition from level 
flight to climb required the longitudinal control to be moved slightly 
forward approximately .3 inch.        During climb the static trim 
stability was similar to that at level flight with slight control 
reversal below 35 KLAS.    During autorotation, the static trim stabil- 
ity was positive and there were no discontinuities for conditions 
tested.    As in level flight, moving the C.G.  location either forward 
or aft during climb and autorotation,only shifted the position of the 
trim curve and did not change the basic trim stability characteris- 
tics. 

b.    Armed Configuration 

Test results  for the XM-7 and XM-8 armed configurations 
show the  longitudinal and directional control static trim positions 
to be essentially the same as those  found  for the clean configura- 
tion.    The change in lateral C.G.   location with the armament in- 
stalled, however,  affected all flight conditions  in a similar manner 
and required approximately 1.5 to 2.0 inches of right  lateral  cyclic 
displacement. 

All control position changes  for various  flight regimes, 
altitude,  and gross weight changes varied in the same manner as  for 
the clean configuration. 

With the longitudinal SAE actuator failed in the nose-up 
direction, a corresponding forward  longitudinal  control displacement 
was  required to maintain a given attitude.    This  longitudinal  SAE 
failure would limit the maximum airspeed with a 10 percent longitud- 
inal control travel margin to 95 KCAS.    No other SAE actuator failure 
would appear to limit the  flight envelope. 

2.1.5    QUALITATIVE  PILOT'S COMMENTS ON STATIC TRIM STABILITY 

a.    Clean Configuration 

The static flying qualities were good in most areas.    There 
were no safety-of-flight conditions to be  considered and the  require- 
ments of MIL-H-8501A, paragraph 3.2.1 were  generally fulfilled. 
The  longitudinal control position  gradient was  generally positive and 
a trim airspeed was easily maintained with  a minimum of pilot 
effort. 

Control  forces and control harmony were satisfactory. 
Wearing a parachute placed the pilot forward in the seat, and the 
longitudinal  control could move sufficiently aft to contact the pilot. 
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This was particularly noticeable at a forward (Station 99.95) C.G. 
location.    Lateral cyclic, directional pedal and collective control 
position variations with airspeed were small and were not 
objectionable.    The control reversal at 35 KCAS was noticeable but 
Mas not considered unsatisfactory. 

b.    Armed Configuration 

Static flying qualities were similar for both armed 
configurations except that right  lateral cyclic was required to com- 
pensate for the change in lateral C.G.  location with the armament 
installed.    This change in control position was not objectionable and 
the pilot could rapidly become accustomed to the new position. 

2.1.6    COMPARISON OF THE STATIC TRIM STABILITY OF THE OH-4A AND THE 
0H-13H AND OH-23D 

The static longitudinal trim stability of the 0H-13H helicopter 
is considerably more positive than that for the 0H-4A helicopter 
during climb,  level flight and autorotatlon.    The  low airspeed 
longitudinal control reversal, however, is greater on the OH-13H. 
The airspeed at which this reversal occurs increases as the longi- 
tudinal C.G.  is moved from an aft to a forward, whereas a change in 
longitudinal C.G. on the 0H-4A helicopter would only slightly affect 
the  low airspeed control reversal.    The directional control required 
to stabilize the 0H-4A was less than that for the 0H-13H over the same 
airspeed range.    In addition, smaller directional control requirements 
were required as the OM-4A entered autorotatlon.    These smaller 
control requirements provided better control harmony and reduced 
pilot  fatigue during extended flights. 

The lateral control gradient is essentially the same for both 
the 0H-4A and 0H-13H helicopters.    Increasing right stick was re- 
quired as airspeed increased. 

The static longitudinal trim stability on the 0H-23D Is 
slightly positive to neutral  for all conditions compared, whereas 
the 0H-4A was slightly positive.    The directional and lateral control 
requirements are virtually the same as those for the 0H-4A heli- 
copter.    The neutral  longitudinal stability exhibited by the 0H-23D 
requires the constant  attention of the pilot to maintain straight 
and  level  flight.    "Hands off"  flying capabilities are practically 
non-existent  for the OH-23D helicopter. 

The static longitud'.nal  trim stability of the OH-13H and OH-23D 
are  graphically compared co that of the 0H-4A helicopter in Figure A. 

(See next page  for Figure A) 
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2.2    STATIC   LONGITUDINAL  COLLECTIVE  FIXED STABILITY 

2.2.1 OBJECTIVE 

The objective of the static longitudinal collective fixed 
stability tests was to measure quantitatively the helicopter static 
stability as airspeed was varied about a given trim airspeed. 

2.2.2 METHOD 

Static longitudinal collective  fixed stability tests were 
conducted as specified for the  flight conditions listed in Section 
2.0, "Introduction** and for all altitudes,  gross weights and G.G. 
conditions  listed in the  following table: 

3 

Condition 

Level Flight 

Level Flight 

Level Flight 

Trim Airspeed 

35 KCAS 

.8 Vne 

Vmax  (Clean 
Configuration 
Only) 

Airspeed Range 

15 to 50 KCAS 

.6 Vmax to Vmax 

.8 Vne to Vmax 

The helicopter was  trimmed at the specified level flight trim condi- 
tion with the collective control fixed.    The airspeed was then varied 
through the specified range by use of cyclic and pedal controls only. 
For each point the control positions  and aircraft attitudes were 
recorded. 

2.2.3    RESULTS 

Graphical test results are presented in Figures No. 8 through 
14, Section 3, Appendix I. ") 
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2.2.4    ANALYSIS 

2.2.4.1    Quantitative Engineering Analysis of the Static 
Longitudinal Collective Fixed Stability 

a. Clean Configuration 

The static longitudinal collective fixed stability 
was generally positive (stable) with no objectionable longitudinal 
control reversals encountered for the flight conditions  tested.    At 
the aft  longitudinal C.G.  location  (Station 105.7), the longitudinal 
collective fixed stability became less positive as the trim airspeed 
was increased.    Extrapolation of the test data indicates that the 
longitudinal collective fixed stability could become neutral before 
a trim airspeed of 115 knots calibrated airspeed (KCAS) was 
reached.    Lateral cyclic and pedal position variations with changes 
in airspeed about a given trim condition were small. 

As the C.G. was moved to a forward location,  the collec- 
tive fixed stability became  less positive at 35 KCAS and more posi- 
tive ut the trim airspeed was  increased.    There was little change 
in the  lateral cyclic or directional  control requirements with a 
change in longitudinal C.G.   location. 

As the gross weight was   increased, the degree of 
stability decreased.    At the overload gross weight, the stability 
became neutral at 100 KCAS and the aircraft became unstable at 
speeds  in excess of 100 KCAS.    There was a slight decrease in the 
longitudinal collective fixed stability as density altitude was 
increased from a density altitude of 5000 to 10,000 feet.    This 
variation with increased altitude and gross weight was not objec- 
tionable since trim speeds of approximately  100 KCAS at 5000 feet 
and 87 KCAS at 10,000 feet were generally reached before the longi- 
tudinal stability became negative. 

b. Armed Configuration 

Test results for the armed configuration, both XM-7 
and XM-8, show that the static longitudinal collective fixed 
stability characteristics were essentially the same as those of the 
clean configuration. 

2.2.5    QUALITATIVE PILOT'S COMMENTS ON STATIC LONGITUDINAL COLLECTIVE 
FIXED STABILITY 

a.    Clean Configuration 

The static longitudinal collective fixed stability was 
acceptable and generally positive for all trim conditions.    The 
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helicopter was easy to trim at any airspeed and maintain this 
trim condition from 35 KCAS to 100 KCAS.    When operating the air- 
craft near aft  longitudinal C.G.  limit, the  longitudinal  stability 
gradient became less positive as airspeed was increased.    Very 
little longitudinal control movement was required to change air- 
speed under these conditions.    The decrease in stability was not 
sufficient to affect the pilot's ability to stabilize and main- 
tain a desired trim airspeed during flights in turbulent  atmos- 
pheric conditions.    There was no significant change in the lateral 
and directional control requirement as the airspeed was varied -  10 
KCAS from trip1 airspeed. 

b.    Armed Configuration 

There was no significant change in the static long- 
itudinal collective fixed stability with either the XM-7 or XM-8 
weapon system installed.    The flying qualities and the control  re- 
quirements were essentially the same as for the clean configuration. 

2.2.6    COMPARISON OF THE STATIC LONGITUDINAL COLLECTIVE  FIXED 
STABILITY OF THE 0H-4A, AND THE 0H-13H AND OH-23D HELICOPTERS 

The static longitudinal collective fixed stability character- 
istics of the 0H-13H are more positive than those of the OH-4A. 
The 0H-4A, however, is generally positive in all areas tested.    The 
comparison plot (Figure B)   indicates that the stability of the OH-4A 
becomes more positive as airspeed increases while the OH-13H air- 
craft's  longitudinal stability decreases with increasing airspeed. 
The OH-23D stability is negative over an airspeed range of 40 KCAS 
to 70 KCAS.    This negative stability characteristic is in violation 
of MIL-H-8501A requirements and is considered unsatisfactory. 

:> 
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As airspeed Is varied abou; the trim point, the directional- 
control requirements of both the 0H-13H and the OH-23D are greater 
than for the 0H-4A.    These larger control requirements result in 
poorer flying qualities since the pilot must make  larger control 
corrections.    This condition is most  significant while cruising in 
turbulent atmospheric conditions. 

2.3    STATIC  LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY 

2.3.1 OBJECTIVE 

The objectives of the static  lateral-directional stability 
tests were to determine the static-directional stability and the dihed- 
ral effect throughout the flight envelope for both the clean and 
armed configurations. 

2.3.2 METHOD 

Static lateral-directional stability was measured by recording 
the amount of longitudinal,  lateral  and directional control and the 
resulting bank angle required to produce a given amount of sideslip 
angle.    Static-directional stability was determined by the relation- 
ship between pedal position and angle  of sideslip.    Effective 
dihedral was determined from the lateral control relationship with 
sideslip angle.    The tests were conducted for all conditions  stated 
in Section 2.0, "Introduction", with  the exception of the forward 
CG. tests.    The following airspeeds  and flight conditions were 
utilized: 

Flight Condition Trim Airspeed 

ClidO 45  KCAS 

Level Flight 3S KCAS «  .IVne 

Level Flight Vnax (Clean Configuration Only) 

Autorotation Vmin R/D (45 KCAS) 

Autorotation 75 KCAS (Clean Configuration Only) 

2.3.3 RESULTS 

Graphical test results are presented in Figures No.   15 
through 41,  Section 3, Appendix I. 

2.3.4 ANALYSIS 

2.3.4.1    Quantitative Engineering Analysis of the Static Lateral- 
Directional Stability 
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a.    Clean Configuration V 

The static lateral-directional stability character- 
istics were generally considered acceptable.    The pedal control 
and lateral cyclic control required per degree of sideslip in- 
creased with increasing airspeed.    Positive effective dihedral was 
present for all conditions. 

During level  flight a slight pedal control reversal was 
noted between zero degrees and 10 degrees right sideslip at 35 
KCAS.    The directional control requirements at 35 KCAS were positive 
but nonlinear as sideslip was  increased from 10 degrees  right to 45 
degrees right sideslip and from zero degrees to 30 degree  left 
sideslip.    At the same airspeed the directional stability became 
neutral or slightly negative  for left sideslip angles greater than 
30 degrees.    The lateral cyclic control requirement was  generally 
positive with additional  left lateral cyclic displacement required 
with increasing left sideslip angle.    The static directional stability 
increased as airspeed was  increased and decreased as altitude was 
increased.    A 10 percent  control travel margin was available about 
all axes during the tests conducted. 

The test data indicated that the static  lateral-direc- 
tional stability and effective dihedral were positive during maximum 
continuous power climbs  for all conditions tested.    During auto- 
rotations static directional stability and the dihedral effect de- 
creased; however, they remained slightly positive.    A 10 percent 
right pedal control margin at extreme left sideslip angles was not 
available during autorotation for any configuration tested.    There 
was still enough directional control available, however, to accomplish 
low speed (25 KCAS)  autorotational 360-degree pedal turns in the most 
critical direction  (right). 

b.    Armed Configuration 

Test results  for both the XM-7 and XM-8 configurations 
showed the static lateral-directional stability to be more positive 
at zero and 15 degrees right sideslip than that  found for the clean 
configuration.    The change in  lateral C.G.  (1,25  inches  left) with 
the armament installation introduced a requirement  for additional 
right lateral control  (Reference paragraph 2.1.4. l.b). 

An SAE  failure in the most critical mode   (left roll) 
was not tested to determine if the lateral control travel would be 
limited.    An SAE actuator failure in other modes should not limit 
any control travel. 

2.3,5    QUALITATIVE  PILOT'S COMMENTS ON STATIC LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL 
STABILITY 
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a.    Clean Configuration 

The static lateral-directional stability was generally 
satisfactory for all conditions testec».    The dihedral effect was 
positive and was considered satisfactory.     Bank angles were uncom- 
fortable at the extreme sideslip angles. 

The stability was weakest during low sp»ed level  flight 
(35 KCAS)   and autorotation.    The weak stability and mechanical play 
("pedal slop")   in the directional control system made it difficult to 
stabilize at zero or small angles of sideslip.    This "pedal slop" 
was characterized by a small amount of mechanical play in both 
pedals.    As a result, small pedal movements did not  cause a control 
input to the tail rotor.    In turbulence,  a precise yaw attitude was 
difficult to maintain and the best technique was to maintain the 
pedals  fixed and allow the aircraft  to yaw through the small angles. 

In a straight line autorotational descent with the 
sideslip indicator on  the gyro horizon centered,  the sideslip angle 
would be 7-10 degrees right sideslip.    The directional stability in- 
creased with airspeed and at velocity never to exceed (Vne), nearly 
full pedal was required to obtain the limit sideslip angles. 

b.    Armed Configuration 

Installation of the armament did not significantly 
change the flying qualities.    With the  left lateral C.G.  location 
that resulted from the armament installation,   there was a right 
lateral cyclic control requirement which placed the stick near the 
pilot's right knee.    With a SAE actuator failed in the left roll 
mode, the right lateral cyclic control may be limited by contact with 
the pilot's leg. 

2.3.0    COMPARISCN OF THE STATIC LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY OF THE 
0H-4A AND THE 0H-13H AND OH-23D 

The static lateral-directional stability characteristics of 
the OH-4A, OH-13H and OH-23D helicopters  cannot be conpared on a 
common data basis.    However, since the stability characteristics 
are normally not significantly changed with variations in longitudinal 
C.G.  location,  the following plot presents an adequate comparison of 
the helicopters,     (See page 20 for Figure C).  Both the 0H-13H and 
OH-23D helicopters'   static directional stability is stronger than that 
for the 0H-4A.     In addition, the 0H-4A exhibits a reversal in the 
directional control requirement between  zero and 10 degrees right 
sideslip while the OH-13H and OH-23D helicopters'   directional control 
requirements are positive for the entire sideslip range. 
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The 0H-4A,  0H-13H and OH-23D helicopters'   lateral control 
gradients are essentially the same.    This indicates that the effec- 
tive dihedral characteristics are positive and similar for all three 
helicopters. 

2.4    SIDEWARD AND REARWARD FLIGHT 

2.4.1 OBJECTIVE 

The objective of the sideward and rearward flight test was to 
determine the control required to hover in winds  for various G.G. 
configurations.    Tests were also conducted in the armed configura- 
tion to determine any adverse flying qualities resulting from this 
armament installation.    Additional tests were conducted in the armed 
configuration with the SAE failed in the most critical directions to 
reveal any effect on control power available. 

2.4.2 METHOD 

Cross wind and tail wind hovering conditions were simulated 
by flying the helicopter sideward (left and right)  and rearward in 
calm air.    A calibrated pacer ground vehicle was used to record 
speed as the helicopter was stabilized at the various conditions 
listed in the following table: 

Flight 
Condition 

Gross 
Weight 

Density 
Altitude Airspeed Range 

Center of 
Gravity 

Lateral 
Center of 
Gravity 

Sideward Design 1000 ft 30 KTAS It m Fwd(100.8) 2.77 in. It 

Sideward Design 1000 ft 30 KTAS It 6rt Fwd(lOl.O) Mid 

| Sideward 23S0 lb 1000 ft 30 KTAS It 6rt Fwd(99.S) 1.20 in. It 
(approximate) 

Rearward Design 1000 ft 30 KTAS rearward 
to 20 KTAS fwd 

Fwd(lOl.O) Mid 

Rearward 2350 lb 1000 ft 30 KTAS rearward 
to 20 KTAS fwd 

Fwd(99.5) 1.20 in. It 
(approximate) 

The resulting coatrol positions and attitudes were recorded 
for each stabilized trim airspeed. 
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2.4.3 RESULTS ' 

Graphical test results and time histories are presented in 
Figures No. 42 through 48, Section 3, Appendix I. 

2.4.4 ANALYSIS 

2.4.4.1    Quantitative Engineering Analysis of Sideward and Rearward 
Flight 

a.    Sideward Flight 

With a symmetrical  lateral loading at a forward C.G, 
location (Station 101.2)  there was sufficient lateral control travel 
available to attain the sideward true airspeed limit of 20 KTAS 
specified in Reference g.    A subsequent revision of Reference g, 
21 May 1964, allows a maximum sideward speed of 30 KTAS; however, 
tests were not conducted to this higher airspeed.    Extrapolation 
of the test data presented in Figure No. 42, Section 3., Appendix I, 
indicates that the maximum airspeed which can be obtained with a 10 
percent  lateral control travel margin will be approximately 30 KTAS, 
both right and left.    The lateral control position versus sideward 
speed curve is generally nonlinear and positive.    Sideward flight to 
30 KTAS is not limited by directional control.    The static direc- 
tional stability is positive with right pedal being required to -^ 
maintain beading during left sideward flight and left pedal for 
sideward flight to the right. 

There were no significant changes in the longitudinal 
position as airspeed was varied from 20 KTAS left to 20 KTAS right 
sideward flight.    The longitudinal control iosition moved slightly 
aft as sideward airspeed was increased in either direction. 

While sufficient directional control was available to 
maintain the airspeed previously discussed, the poor stability in 
the area of translational airspeed (8-15 KTAS) to the left required 
many small rapid directional control inputs to maintain \ stabilized 
attitude.    In addition, there were requirements  for-small  longitud- 
inal and lateral control inputs.    As the latsral C.G. was moved from 
a mid lateral to a left lateral  location, this instability in- 
creased in magnitude. 

There were large undamped but controllable oscillations 
about all axes with a left lateral C.G. of 1.18 inches. 

As the left lateral C.G. was increased to 2.77 inches, 
these oscillations became uncontrollable in left sideward flight 
for an airspeed range of 8-15 KTAS.    No instability existed during 
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sideward flight to the right.    This asymmetrical  loading caused 
the  lateral control position to move approximately 2.0 inches 
right; however, there was still sufficient rig^.t  lateral cyclic 
control available to obtain 30 KTAS to the right.    Directional 
control characteristics  from 8 KTAS left to 30 KTAS right were 
the same for the clean configuration. 

With the asymmetrical lateral C.G.   loading stated 
above, the aircraft did not meet the requirements of MIL-H-8501A, 
paragraph 3.3.2. 

As  the longitudinal C.G. was moved forward from 
Station 99.5,  the lateral and directional control requirements were 
the same.    However, sideward flight to the left was  limited to 
approximately 17 KTAS by aft longitudinal control available. 

Allowing a 10 percent control travel margin to overcome 
aircraft attitude changes during turbulence reduced the left side- 
ward airspeed to 14 KTAS.    The longitudinal control requirements 
in right sideward flight were much less than for left sideward 
flight and 30 KTAS could be achieved with a 10 percent control travel 
margin. 

In the forward longitudinal C.G.  configuration (Station 
99.5), with the SAE failed to the full nose down position, the 
maximum sideward flight speeds that could be obtained were limited. 
Failure of the longitudinal actuator to the forward position intro- 
duced a requirement for additional aft cyclic control  and limited the 
maximum left sideward speed to approximately 14 KTAS.    A 10 percent 
control travel margin decreased the maximum left sideward speed to 
10 KTAS.    Sufficient longitudinal control was available for a 30- 
KTAS sideward speed to the right.    A lateral SAE  failure shifted the 
lateral control position approximately .90 inches but did not re- 
strict the sideward speeds  for any condition tested. 

A right directional SAE  failure required an additional  1 
inch of left pedal control.    The directional control  limit was 
reached at 31 KTAS right sideward flight and a 10 percent control 
travel margin restricted the speed to   29 KTAS. 

To obtain stabilized sideward flight of 30 KTAS both to 
the left and right, the longitudinal and left lateral C.G.  locations 
had to be limited to Station 101.2 and 1.18 inches respectively. 

b.    Rearward Flight 

With a synmetrical lateral loading and a forward C.G. 
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location,   (Station 101.0), there was sufficient  longitudinal control 
available to attain the rearward speed limit of 20 KTAS specified 
in Reference g.    Extrapolation of the test data presented in Figure 
No.  47, Section 3, Appendix I,  indicates that 30 KTAS rearward 
flight could be achieved with a 10 percent longitudinal control 
margin. 

A significant increase in aft longitudinal control was 
required as the aircraft passed through translational lift  (8-13 
KTAS)   in rearward flight; however, this control requirement was 
positive in direction and the magnitude was not excessive.    No 
discontinuities in the lateral or directional control requirements 
were present and a 10 percent control margin was available for both 
axes at all conditions tested. 

With an asymmetrical lateral loading of 1.17 inches  left 
of centerline and a forward C.G.  location at Station 99.5, stabilized 
rearward flight speed was limited to 10.S KTAS by the aft longitudinal 
control available.    The 10 percent control travel margin requirement 
in MIL-H-3501A, paragraph 3.2.1 further limits rearward speed to 
9.0 KTAS. 

The longitudinal control position was displaced .80 
inches aft with a forward longitudinal C.G.  change from Station 
101.0 to 99.5   •    This  loading condition increased the requirement 
for aft longitudinal cyclic control in the area of rearward transla- 
tional airspeed.    The asymmetrical C.G.   loading required an addi- 
tional 2.0 inches of right lateral control; however, a 10 percent 
lateral control travel margin was available at a rearward speed of 
12 KTAS.    The directional requirements in rearward flight were 
virtually the same for both the synnetrical and asymmetrical loading 
conditions. 

With the longitudinal SAE actuator failed in this air- 
craft, nose-down position resulted in an additional aft  longitudinal 
control requirement and this  limited the maximum rearward flight 
speed to 9.5 KTAS.    A 10 percent control travel margin further de- 
creased the maximum rearward speed to 7.5 KTAS.    SAE actuator 
failures  in other modes would not further restrict the rearward 
flight  capabilities of the helicopter. 

2.4.5    QUALITATIVE PILOT'S COMMENTS ON SIDEWARD AND REARWARD FLIGHT 

2,4.5.1    Qualitative Pilot's Comments on Sideward Flight 

During hover and transition to sideward flight, the heli- 
copter was free from objectionable shake, vibration, or roughness. 
This meets the requirements of MIL-H-8501A, paragraph 3.3.2. 
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In sideward flight  to the  left at a forward C.G.   loading 
there was an area of yaw instability at approximately 8-15 KTAS. 
This yaw instability in the area of translational  lift indicated 
that it would be difficult to hover the aircraft in a 90 degree 
cross wind between 8-15 KTAS.    With a near symmetrical  lateral 
C.G.  location this yawing oscillation could be controlled and,  rnce 
beyond 15 KTAS,  the aircraft was  stable in yaw and the flying qual- 
ities were satisfactory. 

With the aircraft quartered slightly into the wind,  there 
was no instability and this critical airspeed range could be flown 
without yawing oscillations.    There were no difficulties encountered 
in right sideward flight at this  loading configuration. 

Stabilized sideward flight to the left with a left  lateral 
C.G.  of 2,77 inches could not be accomplished in the airspeed 
range from 8-15 KTAS because of a divergent oscillation in yaw. 
The aircraft was   flown in left sideward flight  above the 8-15 KTAS 
critical  area and evaluated qualitatively.    The helicopter could be 
controlled through the critical area by quartering into the wind 
until past the area of translational   lift, then turning back to 90 
degrees with the wind.    The yawing oscillation was not present 
beyond 15 KTAS.     It would be impossible to accoiqplish a hover in a 
90-degree cross wind of 8-15 KTAS at this   loading configuration. 
No instability was encountered in right sideward flight  at this 
loading configuration out to the  limits flown.    At the extreme   left 
lateral   loading configuration there could be a right  lateral control 
restriction because the cyclic stick was very close to the pilot's 
leg at 30 KTAS in right sideward flight.    When the  left  lateral  loading 
was  reduced to 1.17 inches  and a forward C.G.(Station 99.5), 
the aircraft was controllable out to 30 KTAS.    There was still  an 
instability  in yaw in the area of 8-15 KTAS but the helicopter was 
controllable. 

With a forward longitudinal C.G.   loading and a lateral C.G. 
of 1.18 inches left,  the maximum left sideward flight  limit was  17 
KTAS with the longitudinal control on the aft stop.    This did not 
allow a sufficient envelope  for normal operation.    No control   limits 
or adverse flight  characteristics existed in right sideward flight at 
this loading configuration. 

An SAt failure decreased the cyclic control available by approx- 
imately .6 inch      and the directional control by approximately 25 
percent.    When the failure was  in the critical direction,  all the previ- 
ously described limits were reduced, 

2.4.5.2    Qualitative Pilot's Comments on Rearward Flight 

a.    Clean Configuration 

The  flying qualities during rearward flight were  good; 
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however,  the maximum rearward flight speed was limited by some C.G. 
conditions.    With a forward C.G.  loading at Station 101.0 there 
was  adequate  longitudinal control to reach 20 KTAS rearward.    With 
a forward C.G.  loading at Station 99.5 there was  insufficient long- 
itudinal control to exceed 10 KTAS rearward.    The forward C.G. 
loading should be limited to Station 101.0 to provide a practical 
flight envelope.    An increase in aft longitudinal control was noted 
as the aircraft passed through the translational lift speed range 
(8-15 KTAS).     It was easy to stabilize the helic.pter and maintain 
a trim airspeed in rearward flight.    There were no lateral or 
directional control deficiencies at this most adverse C.G.  loading. 

b.    Armed Configuration 

At a forward longitudinal C.G.  loading (Station 99.5) 
and a lateral  loading of 1.17 inches left of centerline, aft  long- 
itudinal cyclic control available limited rearward flight to 11 
KTAS in both the XM-7 and XM-8 configurations.    A 10 percent control 
travel margin or a longitudinal SAE actuator failure further limit- 
ed the rearward flight speed at this  loading configuration. 

Lateral and directional control requirements at this 
loading configuration were satisfactory throughout the limits  flown. 

2.4.6    COMPARISON OF SIDEWARD AND REARWARD FLIGHT OF THE OH-4A AND 
THE OH-13H AND OH-23D -v 

2.4.6.1 Sideward Flight 

There is no sideward flight data available for the OH-23D 
helicopter. The sideward flight characteristics for the OH-4A and 
OH-13H helicopter are presented in Figure D (See page 27). 

The 0H-4A is longitudinally control  limited to an airspeed 
of less than 19 KTAS in sideward flight to the left when operating 
at the present maximum forward C.G.   location  (Station 99.0).    The 
OH-13H has sufficient control to achieve 30 KTAS in both directions. 
The  longitudinal control gradient is the same for both helicopters 
over the airspeed range tested.    The nonlinear and inconsistent 
lateral control   requirement «n the OH-13H is undesirable, whereas 
the 0H-4A has a relatively constant  lateral control position gradient. 
The directional control gradient on the OH-4A is positive with no 
large or negative discontinuities over the airspeed range tested. 
The OH-13H helicopter's directional control requirement is also 
positive but there is a sharp increase in the directional control 
gradient as the helicopter passes through translational lift in 
right sideward flight. 

2.4.6.2 Rearward Flight 

The rearward flight characteristics  for the 0H-4A and 0H-13H 
helicopters are presented in Figure E,   (See page 28). 
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No rearward flight data is available for the OH-23D helicopter. 
When at a forward C.G.  condition,  aft  longitudinal control avail- 
able  limits the 0H-4A rearward flight speed to 11 KTAS and the 
0H-13H to 19 KTAS.    The longitudinal and lateral control position 
gradients are essentially the sane  for both the 0H-4A   and OH-1311 
helicopters.    The directional  control requirements of the 0H-4A 
are less than for the 0H-13H. 

2.5 DYNAMIC STABILITY 

2.5.1 OBJECTIVE 

The objective of the dynamic stability tests was to determine 
the dynamic stability characteristics of the 0H-4A throughout its 
flight envelope.    Tests were also conducted to evaluate the change 
in dynamic stability as a result of the two armament kit installa- 
tions.    Tests with the armament kits  install« ■., were conducted with 
the SAE both "on" and "off" to evaluate its effect on dynamic 
stability, 

2.5.2 METHOD 
The dynamic stability characteristics were evaluated by re- 

cording the helicopter motions that resulted from pulse-type con- 
trol inputs. A control fixture was used to obtain more uniform 
inputs. The input was accomplished by rapidly displacing the 
control for the desired axis approximately one inch, holding the 
control in this position for approximately 1.0 second, then rapid- 
ly returned it to the trim control position. This trim control 
position was then held until the helicopter stabilized or recovery 
action was necessary. Control positions, aircraft attitudes, and 
angular rates were recorded for each pulse control input. The 
following tests were conducted for the conditions stated in Section 
2.0, "Introduction": 

Condition Trim Airspeed 

Hover (IGE Zero 

Climb 45 KCAS 

Level Flight 35 KCAS and .8Vne 

Level Flight Vmax (clean configuration only) 

Autorotation 45 KCAS 

2.5.3 RESULTS 

Time histories are presented in Figures No.  49 through 
91,  Section  3,  Appendix I. 

2.5.4 ANALYSIS 
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2.5.4.1 Quantitati',e Engineering Analysis of Dynamic Longitudinal 
Stability 

a. Clean Configuration 

The longitudinal dynamic stability characteristics were 
similar for all flight conditions.    Damping was high and the pitching 
motion was essentially damped out in 1 cycle for aft control dis- 
turbances and "deadbeat"  for forward control disturbances.    As air- 
speed increased damping decreased and the stability was  less 
positive.    As the C.G. was moved forvard, the longitudinal oscilla- 
tions became more damped for all  flight conditions  tested.    The 
requirements of MIL-H-8S01A, paragraph 3.2.11 were generally satis- 
fied by the  longitudinal dynamic stability characteristics exhibited 
by the test aircraft. 

The C.G. normal acceleration became concave downward 
approximately .2 second following a 1-inch aft longitudinal 
control displacement. The maximum maneuvering load factor listed 
in Reference b was not reached during the tests. The maneuvering 
stability characteristics displayed by the test aircraft complied 
with the requirements of MIL-H-8501A, paragraphs 3.2.11.1 and 
3.2.11.2. 

There were no adverse dynamic couplings present during 
the longitudinal dynamic stability tests.    At no time during these 
tests was the aircraft control-limited during the recovery phase of 
the maneuver. 

b. Armed Configuration 

Test results for the armed configurations showed the 
longitudinal dynamic stability to be essentially the same as that 
found for the clean configuration.    The helicopter was never control- 
limited during recovery from a longitudinal dynamic stability 
maneuver.    The SA£ "on" was found to have  little or no effect on 
longitudinal  dynamic stability characteristics. 

2.5.4.2 Quantitative Engineering Analysis of Dynamic Lateral 
stability 

a.    Clean Configuration 

Lateral disturbances resulted in a "deadbeat" to highly 
damped lateral oscillation for ail   flight conditions tested. 
Damping was highest during hover at a forward C.G.  location.    The 
damping and  lateral stability of the aircraft decreased slightly with 
increased airspeed and altitude.    Longitudinal and directional 
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c 
coupling was present for an aft C.G.  loading; however, this coupling 
effect decreased as the C.G. was moved to a forward location. 
These small pitch and yaw oscillations were highly damped for all 
flight conditions tested except during hover.    In hover, a right 
lateral pulse caused the helicopter to roll right, pitch down and 
then yaw right while a left  lateral pulse caused a left roll, pitch 
up and yaw left.    These attitude changes could be easily con- 
trolled and were not objectionable.    Increasing altitude had little 
effect on the lateral and directional coupling. 

b.    Armed Configuration 

The  lateral dynamic stability characteristics in both 
the XM-7 and XM-8 configurations were found to be basically the same 
as those exhibited in the clean configuration. 

When the helicopter was at a left  lateral C.G.  of 1.25 
inches, and at airspeeds greater than 85 knots, abrupt right lateral 
cyclic control motions caused the transmission centering spike 
(Part No,  206-030-508-3)  to contact the spike cradle.    This was 
a metal-to-metal  contact and clearly heard and  felt by the crew of 
the aircraft. 

With the SAE operating the dynamic lateral stability 
was not improved except during hover.    The SAE, however, did re- 
duce the directional and longitudinal coupling that was present 
following a lateral disturbance. 

2.5.4.3 Quantitative Engineering Analysis of Dynamic Directional 
Stability £1 
a.    Clean Configuration 

A directional pulse to the right in a hover resulted in 
a right yaw and the helicopter stabilized on a new heading.    A 
pulse to the left yawed the helicopter to the  left.    Following this 
initial yaw, there was a right yaw which was not consistent.     In 
some cases,  the helicopter would stabilize at  the trim heading;  and 
in other cases, it would continue to yaw rig^it.    The reason for this 
inconsistency was the undesirable mechanical play in the directional 
control system. 

Dynamic dir..cional stability in level flight was posi- 
tive. The stability deteriorated somewhat as airspeed was increased 
and the C.G.  location was moved forward. 

Following r, pulse-type directional control input,  the 
helicopter yawed in the airection of the control input then oscillated 
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3 about the trim point with no change from the trim heading.    The 
oscillation was damped to a small  value within  1-1/2 cycles. 

Dynamic  coupling was  encountered in the  form of small 
heavily damped longitudinal  and lateral oscillations.    This 
coupling was more prominent at a  forward C.G.  and increased air- 
speeds.     It was not significant during any of the level  flight con- 
ditions tested.    High altitude and heavy gross weight did not in- 
crease the coupling effect. 

The dynamic directional stability characteristics 
encountered in climb  and autorotation were essentially the same as 
those during level  flight.    The   longitudinal  and lateral coupling 
was  greater during climb than during autorotation. 

b.    Armed Configuration 

The dynamic directional stability for the armed con- 
figurations was basically the sane as  that for the clean configura- 
tion.    With the SAE Mon" during hover,   the directional stability 
was  improved and the  aircraft would return to the trim heading and 
attitude.    While hovering,   the dynamic coupling was  also decreased 
by the SAE.    The SAE had no apparent effect on the damping or 
stability characteristics during  forward flight. 

2.5.5    QUALITATIVE PILOT'S COMENTS ON  DYNAMIC STABILITY J 

2.5.5.1    Qualitative   Pilot's Comments on Dynamic Longitudinal 
Stability 

a. Clean Configuration 

Longitudinal pulses   resulted in  ? highly damped pitching 
oscillation.    During  climb  and low speed flight there was a small 
dynamic coupling evidenced by a tendency to yaw right with a pitch-up 
and yaw  left with nose-down pitching.     This coupling was not notice- 
able at higher airspeeds and was  not objectionable in any case. 

The normal acceleration characteristics were good with 
very little load factor change for a relatively large disturbance. 

b. Armed Configuration 

With the SAE "off", the longitudinal dynamic stability 
characteristics with both the XM-7 and XM-8 configurations were the 
same as  those  for the clean helicopter. 

When the SAE was "on", dynamic  longitudinal stability 
was slightly  improved by the additional .tamping provided by the system. 
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This improvement was most noticeable during autorotation and  low 
speed level   flight. 

2.5.5.2 Qualitative Pilot's Conunents  on Dynamic Lateral 
Stability 

a. Clean Configuration 

Lateral pulses resulted in a highly damped oscillation. 
There was very little lateral-directional  coupling and the charac- 
teristics were very similar for all test conditions. 

b. Armed Configuration 

The dynamic  lateral stability characteristics o' 
both the XM-7 and XM-8 configurations were the same as  those  tor the 
clean configuration with the SAE "off." 

When the SAE was "on",  dynamic  lateral stability was 
slightly improved by the additional damping provided by the system. 
This improvement was most noticeable during autorotation and low 
speed  level   flight. 

2.5.5.3 Qualitative Pilot's Comments on Dynamic Directional 
Stability 

a. Clean Configuration 

Pedal pulses resulted in a highly damped yawinp motion 
for all conditions.    The directional oscillation introduced a small 
heavily damped complementary roll oscillation.    All motions were 
essentially damped to zero in  1 cycle with no residual oscillations. 
There was a small pitching oscillation which was nose down for n^ht 
yaw and nose  up  for  left  yawing motions.     This pitching motion was 
small and heavily damped.and was present at all airspeeds.    High 
gross weights  and altitudes did not introduce any adverse stability 
characteristics. 

b. Armed Configuration 

With the SAE "off," the dynamic directional stability 
characteristics with both  the XM-7 and XM-8 configurations were the 
same as those   for the clean configuration. 

The heading hold portion of the SAE system produced a 
rapid response to the yaw rate.    This  rapid response and the strong 
corrective input were ol  sufficient magnitude to often cause the 
attitude to overshoot the trim position.     For some conditions  this 
appeared to decrease the  stability and cause a resulting oscillation. 
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2.5.6    COMPARISON OF THE  DYNAMIC STABILITY OF THE OH-4A AND THE OH-13H 
AND OH-23D 

2.5.6.1 Dynamic Longitudinal Stability 

The longitudinal dynamic stability characteristics of the 
OH-4A are better than those exhibited by the 0H-13H and OH-23D 
helicopters.    The pitching motion is more highly damped and the re- 
sulting attitude changes are smaller for the 0H-4A.    This stronger 
positive dynamic stability contributes significantly to the good over- 
all longitudinal  flying qualities of the 0H-4A. 

2.5.6.2 Dynamic Lateral Stability 

The 0H-4A data show higher lateral damping than data for 
the 0H-13H and 0H-23D for a lateral disturbance.     In general there 
is less lateral-directional coupling present.    This reduces the 
"Dutch Roll' type of oscillation encountered during turbulent flight 
conditions. 

2.5.6.3 Dynamic Directional Stability 

The dynamic stability characteristics are similar for the 
OH-4A,  0H-13H and 0H-23D.    At high speed,  the damping is slightly 
higher for the 0H-13H than for the OH-4A.    The lateral-directional 
coupling resulting from a directional pulse is smaller for the OH-4A 
helicopter.    This decrease in coupling reduces the pilot effort re- 
quired to fly the helicopter in unstable atmospheric conditions. 

2.6    CONTROLLABILITY 

2.6.1 OBJECTIVE 

The objective of the controllability tests was to determine the 
maximum accelerations and rates that result per inch of rapid step 
control input.    Additional tests were conducted to investigate any 
controllability changes contributed by the armament installations. 

2.6.2 METHOD 

The controllability was evaluated by recording the motions that 
resulted from step-type control inputs.    A control  fixture was utili- 
zed to control the magnitudes of the step  inputs.    The step inputs 
were accomplished by rapidly displacing the control  to the desired 
position,  then holding the control in this position until  the maxi- 
mum rate was reached or recovery action was necessary.    The tests 
were conducted for each control axis.    Control positions,  aircraft 
attitudes,  and rates were recorded for each step  input. 

The controllability tests were conducted at  the following 
trim airspeeds for the conditions specified in Section 2.0 
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"Introduction",  with the exception of the  forward  C.G.  loading: 

Condition Airspeed 

Hover Zero 

Climb 45 KCAS 

Level  Flight 35 KCAS and .8 Vne 

Level  Flight Vraax (Clean Configuration Only) 

Autorotation Vmin R/D 45 KCAS 

The controllability tests for the armament configurations 
were performed with  the SAE both "on" and "off," 

2.6.3 RESULTS 

Test results are presented graphically in Figures No. 92 
through 189, Section 3, Appendix I. 

2.6.4 ANALYSIS 

2.6.4.1    Quantitative Engineering Analysis  of Longitudinal 
Controllability 

a.    Clean Configuration 

(1) Longitudinal  Control Sensitivity 

The longitudinal control  sensitivity  (deg/sec2/in.) 
of control displacement was similar for all   flight regimes   (hover, 
climb,   level flight and autorotation).    The maximum acceleration  for 
the longitudinal  axis was usually readied in approximately  .50 
second.    The C.G.  normal acceleration at 98 KCAS was   1.60  g's for a 
1-inch  aft step and 0.55  g's  for a 1-inch  forward step.    The time 
required to reach  these normal  acceleration values was approximately 
2 seconds.    This  complied with the requirements of MIL-1I-8501A, 
paragraph 3.2.11.1.    The  longitudinal sensitivity was relatively 
constant  for all  airspeeds.    The maximum variation in control sen- 
sitivity occurred at design gross weight and a density altitude of 
5000 feet where  the value increased from 8 deg/sec2/in.  to 11 deg/sec2/ 
in. as airspeed was varied from zero to 98 KCAS  (Reference Figure No. 
92, Section 3, Appendix I).    The longitudinal control sensitivity 
was 8 to 9 deg/sec2/in.   (Reference Figure No.  92,  Section 3, Appendix I) 
from hover to Vmax for all other weight and altitude conditions tested. 
The control sensitivity for climb and autorotation was  found to be 
essentially the same as  that recorded during level  flight. 

(2) Longitudinal Control Response 

Following the  longitudinal  control  input,the 
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resulting angular velocity was  almost immediate and in the proper 
direction.    The angular velocity then increased in a normal manner. 
The angular velocity trace became concave downward approximately .4 
second following the control  input.    This exceeded the minimum re- 
quirements of MIL-H-8501A, paragraph 3.2.11.1(b). 

The time  required to reach the maximum rate varied 
from 1.6 seconds in a hover in-ground-effect  (IGE)  to 1.0 second 
at 98 knots calibrated airspeed (KCAS)  in level  flight.    The heli- 
copter was generally found to be more responsive to an aft step than 
to a forward step for all  conditions except hover IGE.    This is a 
desirable characteristic and the magnitude of this variation was 
small and was not considered significant. 

During a hover IGE at design  gross weight, the 
response was 9.5 deg/sec/in.   (Reference Figure No.   103,  Section 3, 
Appendix I).    As the gross weight was increased to overload gross 
weight, the response increased to 11.5 deg/sec/in.   (Reference Figure 
No.   103, Section 3, Appendix I). 

In level flight,  the control  response decreased at 
the higher airspeeds and was 6.4 deg/sec/in.   (Reference Figure No. 
103,  Section 3, Appendix I)  at 98 KCAS for a density altitude of 
5000  feet with a design gross weight  loading.     Increasing the 
density altitude from 5000 to  10,000 feet reduced the response by 
11.5 percent. 

Longitudinal control response characteristics during 
climb and autorotation were nearly the same as those in  level  flight 
at a similar airspeed. 

(3)    Angular Pitch Displacement 

The angular pitch displacement  (deg/in.)  was basically 
the same for all conditions tested.    In all cases the longitudinal 
control input caused a pitch attitude change in the proper direction. 
The  longitudinal displacement continued to increase until  recovery 
action was necessary.    The pitch displacement was approximately 4.0 
deg/in.  of stick deflection  for a design gross weight and a density 
altitude of 5000  feet.    This value  complied with the minimum require- 
ments of MIL-ii-8501A, paragraph 3.2.14.    A change in altitude had no 
effect on the angular pitch displacement. 

The recovery from the attitudes resulting from the 
step inputs was easily accomplished and at no time were the control 
stops encountered. 
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b.    Armed Configuration 

The longitudinal controllability characteristics 
in the armed configuration were basically the same as those ex- 
hibited for the clean configuration.    The times required to reach 
the maximum accelerations and rates were also the  same.    The SAE 
decreased the controllability by a small amount; however, the  angu- 
lar pitch displacement was  still sufficient to comply with the 
requirements of MIL-H-8501A, paragraph 3,2.13. 

2.6.4.2    Quantitative Engineering Analysis of Lateral Controllability 

a.    Clean Configuration 

(1) Lateral Control Sensitivity 

Lateral  control sensitivity was   found to be essen- 
tially the same  for all  conditions.    The maximum angular acceleration 
for a lateral step control  input was  reached in less than 1/2 second. 
The characteristics of the angular acceleration curve complied with 
MIL-H-8501A, paragraph 3.3.16.    The lateral  control sensitivity was 
19 deg/sec2/in.   (Reference  Figure No.   125, Section 3, Appendix I) 
for all  flight regimes, with no significant variations  indicated 
as  altitude,  gross weight and airspeed were changed.    The angular 
acceleration was  immediate and in the proper directun within 0.2 
second after the control displacement. 

(2) Lateral Control  Response 

There was no objectionable or excessive delay in 
the development of angular velocity in response to a lateral  control 
displacement.    This  fact satisfied the  requirements of MIL-H-8501A, 
paragraph 3.3.1b,    The time required to reach the maximum roll rate 
was 0.85  second for all conditions.    The  lateral  control response 
was the same for both left  and right  control inputs. 

While hovering IGE at design gross weight the 
lateral  response was  13.0 deg/sec/in.   (Reference Figure No.  136, 
Section 3, Appendix I), which was below the 20 deg/sec/in. maximum 
limit stated in MIL-H-8501A, paragraph 3.3.15.     Increasing the 
gross weight from design  to overload did not change the control re- 
sponse characteristics. 

The control response decreased  from 13.0 deg/sec/ 
in.  at a hover IGE to 9.5 deg/sec/in.   (Reference Figure No.   136, 
Section 3, Appendix I)  at 40 KCAS for design gross weight and a 
density altitude of 5000  feet.     Increasing gross weight  showed a 
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slightly higher response at 40 KCAS.    At a density altitude of 
10,000  feet  the response was a constant 11.0 deg/sec/in.  for an 
airspeed range of 35 KCAS to 86 KCAS. 

Lateral control response during climb was 
basically the same as that for level  flight  at the same airspeed. 
In autorotation,  the control response was 20.0 percent  less than 
for other flight regimes at an airspeed of 45 KCAS. 

A longitudinal-directional  CDupling was present 
for all conditions tested.    Right yaw and a pitch-down accompanied 
a right  lateral step.    This coupling was encountered in all flight 
regimes  and became stronger as  airspeed was  increased. 

(3)    Angular Roll  Displacement 

The angular roll displacement resulting from a 
lateral cyclic step input was in the proper direction.    The roll 
displacement  of 12.0 deg/in.  at overload gross weight met the re- 
quirement of MIL-H-8501A,  paragraph 3.3.18. 

A lateral control input during hover caused an 
angular displacement of approximately  11.0 deg/in.    This angular 
roll displacement  increased to 12.0 deg/in.     [Reference No.   147, 
Section 3, Appendix 1)   at overload gross weight.    There was suffi- 
cient   angular displacement to comply with the minimum requirements 
of MIL-H-8501A, paragraph 3.3.18. ^ 

In level flight the angular roll displacement de- 
creased to a minimum of 7.0 deg/inch   (reference Figure No.   147,  Sec- 
tion 3, Appendix I) at 40 KCAS then gradually increased to 10 deg/ 
inch   (reference Figure No.  147,  Section 3,  Appendix I)  at 98,0 KCAS 
for design weight and a density altitude of 5000 feet.    Increasing 
the gross weight to the overload condition caused a slight increase 
in the  angular roll displacement at 35 KCAS and a decrease at  100 
KCAS.    The altitude effect was insignificant with the roll displacement 
having a value of 8.0 deg/in.  at 35 KCAS and 8.5 deg/in.  at 86 KCAS 
(Reference Figure No.   147, Section 3,  Appendix I). 

The angular roll displacements during climb and auto- 
rotation were found to be basically the same as those found for level 
flight. 

b. Armed Configuration 

The  lateral  controllability was found to be essentially 
the same as  that for the clean configuration.    The angular displace- 
ment at high airspeed,  however, was greater to the left than to the 
right.    With the SAE "on" the  lateral  control sensitivity,  response and 
angular roll displacement were decreased by a small amount for all fli- 
ght conditions but were still  considered good.    The angular roll displace- 
ment was sufficient to comply with MIL-li-8501A,  paragraph 3.3.18. 

^ 
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2.6.4.3    Quantitative Engineering Analysis of Directional 
Controllability 

a.    Clean Configuration 

(1) Directional Control Sensitivity 

During a hover    IGE    at design gross weight and 
a density altitude of approximately 1000 feet, directional  angular 
acceleration was 82 and 64 deg/sec^/in.   (Reference Figure No.   159, 
Section 3, Appendix I)   for a left  and right pedal  input,   respectively. 
At the overload gross weight, the sensitivity decreased to 69 for 
left and 54 deg/sec2/in.   (Reference Figure No.   158, Section 3, 
Appendix I)  for right pedal inputs. 

For a level flight airspeed of 35 KCAS,  the sensi- 
tivity decreased to 48 deg/sec2/in.   (Reference Figure No.   158,  Section 
3, Appendix I)   for design gross weight  and a density altitude of 
4800 feet.    Increasing the airspeed to 99 KCAS further decreased 
the sensitivity to 38 deg/sec2/in.   (Reference Figure No.   158, 
Section 3, Appendix I).    An increase in gross weight to the overload 
condition did not significantly change the sensitivity.    As density 
altitude was increased to 10,000  feet,  the directional control 
sensitivity decreased to 38 deg/sec2/in.   (Reference Figure No.   158, 
Section 3, Appendix I)  at 35 KCAS and remained the same for all 
airspeeds up to 92 KCAS. 

Directional control sensitivity during climb  and 
autorotation was  found to be essentially the same as that  for 
similar level flight conditions. 

(2) Control Response 

A directional step co .'rol input resulted in an 
immediate angular yawing velocity  in th    proper direction.    The yaw 
rate characteristics conqjlied with MIL-H-.j01A, paragraph  3.3.16. 

The time required to obtain the maximum yaw rate 
varied from a maximum of 1.10 seconds at 35 KCAS to 0.6 second at 
Vmax.    The helicopter was  generally found to be more responsive 
for left than for right pedal inputs.    This difference in response 
was small  for all flight conditions except hover and was not con- 
sidered objectionable. 

The maximum directional control response  in a hover 
IGE    could not be obtained.    Although the directional control 

input was held for approximately 3 to 5 seconds,  the yaw  rate con- 
tinued to increase and the maximum was not achieved before recovery 
action was necessary.    For this  reason,  the yaw rate was  measured 
at  1/2 second after the control  input.    The angular velocity 
during a hover at design gross weight and a density altitude of 
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approximately 1000 feet was 26 and 22 deg/sec/in.   (Reference 
Figure No.   168,  Section 3, Appendix I)  at  1/2 second after left 
and right pedal  inputs,  respectively.     Increasing gross weight 
to the overload condition had little effect on the directional 
response. 

Increasing the level  flight airspeed decreased 
the directional control response.    The angular velocity at design 
gross weight and a density altitude of 4800  feet was 28 deg/sec/ 
in.   at 35  KCAS and decreased to 8 deg/sec/in.   (Reference Figure 
No,   168,  Section 3, Appendix I)  at 99 KCAS.    A change in gross 
weight and density altitude had little to no effect on the direc- 
tional response  characteristics during level   flight.    The maximum 
angular yawing velocity resulting from directional  control inputs 
during climb was  slightly less than that obtained in level  flight. 

Directional  response during autorotation was 
higher than that observed during level  flight.    As  density altitude 
was  increased,  the directional response decreased.     Increasing 
the  gross weight had no effect. 

Longitudinal-lateral  coupling was present for 
all  conditions  tested.    The  resulting motion  for a left pedal 
step  input was  a yaw left followed by a slight pitch up;  then as 
the yawing motion to the left continued, the helicopter pitched 
down and rolled  left.    The coupling effect resulting from a right 
directional step was a yaw right followed almost immediately by a 
roll right and pitch down.    The coupling became stronger as the 
airspeed was increased. 

(3)    Angular Directional  Displacement 

The angular directional displacement resulting from 
a step input was positive for all  flight conditions tested.    The 
minimum directional displacement complied with M1L-H-8501A, paragraph 
3.3,5.    The angular directional displacement was  found to be essen- 
tially the same  for all conditions tested. 

A  1 inch directional control input during hover 
caused an angular displacement of 29 deg/ln.  pedal movement at a 
design gross weight and a density altitude of approximately 1000 
feet.    The directional displacement increased to 35 deg/in. pedal 
movement   (Reference Figure No.  180,  Section  3, Appendix I)  as  the 
gross weight was  increased to the overload configuration. 

The yaw displacement  in level  flight decreased 
with airspeed and was  20 deg/in.  at an airspeed of 35 KCAS and 14 
deg/in.   (Reference Figure No.   180,  Section 3, Appendix I)at 99  KCAS. 
An increase  in  gross weight had little effect on the directional 
displacement during level  flight but an  increase in density altitude 
caused the yaw displacement  to decrease. 
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b.    Armed Configuration 

The directional controllability for the armed config- 
urations was essentially the same as that found for the clean con- 
figuration.     With the SAE "on"  the  lirectional  control  sensitivity 
response and angular yaw displacement were decreased slightly. 

2.6.5     QUALITATIVE  PILOT'S COMMENTS ON CONTROLLABILITY 

a.    Clean Configuration 

The longitudinal  control sensitivity and control  response 
were satisfactory and the characteristics were similar for all  the 
conditions tested.    The pitching motion resulting from a longitud- 
inal  input was  in the proper direction and there was no objection- 
able delay prior to the angular acceleration.    The  longitudinal 
control sensitivity and response were sufficient  for good maneuver- 
ing characteristic during hover.    The characteristics were essen- 
tially unchanged as airspeed increased and there was no tendency 
to overcontrol at the high airspeeds.    The normal C.G.  acceleration 
characteristics were  good at high speed and the limit  load factors 
were never approached.    The control system effectively prevented 
any  feed-back forces  from the rotor and there were no stick  forces 
associated with high  speed maneuvering. 

Lateral  control  sensitivity and response were   good. 
Following a control  input the rolling motion was  immediate and in 
the proper direction.    The rate characteristics were good. 
Following the control input,  rate of roll  increased rapidly to a 
maximum value and maintained this  value until recover)' was   initiated. 
This  is an excellent  feature which assisted the pilot in  rolling the 
aircraft  to a desired attitude precisely.    There was  a strong 
lateral-directional  coupling with a yaw  immediately  following the 
rolling motion.    There was  a tendency for the helicopter to pitch 
down with both  left  and  right  lateral  control inputs.    This  long- 
itudinal coupling is not desirable.    The  lateral-directional 
maneuvering characteristics were very good and comply with the 
requirements of MIL-H-85Ü1A,  paragraphs  3.3.8,  3.3.9.1  and 3.3.9.2. 
A lateral  control input  resulted in well  coordinated turns  and there 
was no requirement  for directional  control inputs.    Although weaker 
at  low speeds,  these  lateral-directional stability characteristics 
were satisfactory  for all  flight conditions.    The  lateral   flying 
qualities were also satisfactory du-ing climb and autorotation. 

The high directional  control  sensitivity and control 
response were objectionable.    These characteristics,  coupled with 
the "pedal slop" in the control system,  resulted in frequent over- 
controlling and difficulty in stabilizing during turbulent conditions. 
This was most apparent during hover and low speed forward flight. 
There was very little rolling from the directional control input; 
however, the characteristic pitch-down with right yaw and oitch-up 
with  left, yaw were present.    The severity of the pitching increased 
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with airspeed and was most objectionable at high speed. 

b.    Armed Configuration 

The controllability characteristics  for both the XM-7 
and XM-8 configurations about all 3 axes were the same as for the 
clean  configuration.    With the SAE "on" there was a slight decrease 
in controllability.    This decrease in controllability did not 
subtract from the good over-all  flying qualities and maneuverability 
characteristics of the helicopter. 

2.6.6     COMPARISON OF CONTROLLABILITY OF THE OH-4A AND THE 0H-13H 
AND OH-23D 

The  longitudinal and lateral  controllability  characteristics 
exhibited by the 0H-4A   are   as  good as,   or better than, those dis- 
played by the 0H-13H and OH-23D.    The  directional controllability 
characteristics of the 0H-4A are inferior to those of the 0H-13H 
and OH-23D helicopters because of the helicopter's high sensitivity 
and response  in a hover.    The representative values  of each heli- 
copter are  found in Figures F and G on pages 43 and 44. 

2.7    ARMAMENT  FIRINGS 

2.7.1 OBJECTIVE 

The objectives of the tests were to determine the effects of 
the armament on the basic helicopter controllability during a firing 
sequence and to evaluate the SAE contribution to the flying quali- 
ties. 

2.7.2 METHOD 

The effect of the armament was obtained by recording the 
motions that  resulted from a firing sequence.    The  firings were con- 
ducted from a stabilized condition and the firing sequence was normally 
2 to 4 seconds  in duration.    During some of the firings a stabilized 
condition was  maintained by applying the necessary control inputs. 
In other cases, the controls were fixed and the helicopter was allowed 
to respond freely to any moments contributed by the armament.    All 
control positions, aircraft attitudes and rates were recorded for 
each  firing.     The tests were conducted on both armament kits at the 
following conditions: 

(See page 45 for Table) 
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Armament  Kits'  Test Conditions 

Flight Conditions 

Rearward Flight   (IGE) 

Sideward Flight  (left and right ICE) 

Hovering Flight  (IGE) 

Transition  from Mover to Forward Flight   (IGE) 

Transition from Forward Flight to Mover (IGE) 

Level Flight  (0 deg sideslip) 
35  KCAS,   50 KCAS,   92  KCAS  and  105  KCAS 

Level Flight  (Yawed),  35 KCAS, 
50 KCAS,  92 KCAS  and 105 KCAS 

Accelerated Flight  at a  Trim Airspeed 
of 92 KCAS at the  maximum C.C.    normal 
acceleration demonstrated by the contractor 

These tests were  all  conducted with guns elevated  full up 
(3.5 degrees)   and depressetl full down   (35 degrees)   for both SAH "on" 
and "off." 

During the  firing tests,  air samples were collected to 
determine the degree of cockpit air contamination  from the  gases ex- 
pelled by the armament. 

2.7.3 RESULTS 

Tine histories illustrating the helicopter response during the 
firings are presented for each armament installation in Figures 
No. 193 through 240, Section 3, Appendix I. 

2.7.4 ANALYSIS 

2.7.4.1    Quantitative Engineering Analysis of XM-7 and XM-8 
Armament  Firings 

a.    XM-7 Configuration 

The change in controllability  (SAE "on" or "off") 
as a result of the  firing, was very small for all  conditions tested. 
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In a hover the helicopter tended to yaw left 2 to 3 degrees dur- 
ing the initial  firing,  then remain steady as the firing sequence 
was continued.    This characteristic was evident fo'" all conditions 
tested. With the guns  rotated full down  (35 degrees)  there was a 
small ( 3 to 4 degrees)   right roll present. 

The strong lateral-directional stability of the 
helicopter effectively reduced the rolling and yawing tendency as 
airspeed was  increased. 

b. XM-8 Configuration 

The effect of the armament  firing on tiie helicopters 
controllability (SAE "on" or "off) was very small  for all condi- 
tions tested.    While hovering with the XM-8 firing when elevated 
to the full-up position  (3,5 degrees) the aircraft yawed left 
approximately 3 to 4 degrees, rolled right and pitched up 2 to 3 
degrees.    This attitude stayed constant during the remainder of 
the firing sequence.     Increasing airspeed tended to damp these motions 
and there was essentially no reaction at 105 KCAS  (Vne).    The 
reaction to the XM-8 firing,  in a hover with the elevation 35 degrees 
down, was to yaw left 2  to 3 degrees, roll right  1 to 2 degrees and 
pitch down 1 to 2 degrees.     Increasing the airspeed greatly reduced 
the motion resulting from the firing sequence. 

c. Cockpit Contamination 

During the armament firing tests the cockpit was 
checked for carbon monoxide (CO) contamination. The CO level was 
acceptable for all conditions tested. Even though the CO content 
was low; however, there was a strong gas odor present. The cockpit 
should be checked for other toxic gases, such as nitorgen oxide 
(NO2) and ethyl mercoptan (CTHSSH)« 

2.7.5 QUALITATIVE PILOT'S COMMENTS ON ARMAMENT FIRINGS 

a. XM-7 Configuration 

During the initial firing test, it was found that when 
the left lateral C.G. location exceeded 1.3U inches, the transmission 
centering spike contacted the spike cradle during high speed 
forward flight and during normal maneuvering flight.  This contact 
transmitted unknown structural loads ".o the aircraft and the vibration 
was disconcerting to the pilot. To eliminate the spike contact the 
helicopter was ballasted so that the left lateral C.G. did not exceed 
1.30 inches for all subsequent firinj> tests. 
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The SKE effectively corrected for any aircraft movements 
contributed by the guns  firing.    During high speed and maneuvering 
flight it was very easy to get "on target" and maintain the desired 
flight condition with a minimum of pilot effort.    The good basic 
stability of the helicopter provided a stable  firing platform and 
the small improvement afforded by the SAE is questionable.    The 
heading-hold feature of the SAE allowed the pilot to maneuver the 
aircraft easily to a desired heading without making control inputs. 
The SAE was generally reliable; however,  a hardover encountered 
during a firing mission would result in a sudden control requirement 
and difficulty in maintaining accurate fire. 

Frequent jamming of the upper gun occurred frequently. 
This was caused by the size of the shell casing exit  area in the gun 
fairing which was too small and caused the spent shell casings to 
jam the weapon.    The jamming sequence was believed to occur as  follows: 

(1) The spent shell casings accumulated in the exit chute 
and ricocheted back into the gun breech area. 

(2) The  gun  feed mechanism simultaneously fed an unfired 
round into the breech. 

(3) The spent casings and the unfired round jammed the 
breech and barrel area. 

In one instance, the jammed shell casing was found 
backward in the breech area.    As an interim measure,  the gun fairing 
was removed.    After the removal of the fairing, over 7000 rounds were 
fired without a malfunction of the type described. 

During the firing test the debris  (shell casings, 
misfired rounds and ammunition belt links;   from the weapons was 
sufficiently clear of the aircraft.    The ejection pattern was such 
that the material   fell down and away from the aircraft.    While 
firing, the ejected material came nearest the aircraft during a left 
rolling pull-v.p. 

The standard airspeed system was  found to be inaccurate 
during a firing sequence.    The airspeed indicator fluctuated   -IS KIAS. 
This condition was  attributed to the change in the airflow around the 
pitot-static port. 

b.     XM-8 Configuration 

The  flying qualities were basically the  same as with the 
XM-7 armament system. 
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The structual vibratory loads induced by the firings were J 
not quantitatively investigated. The vibrations were qualitatively 
judged to be higher with the XM-8 than with the XM-7 armament system. 

Two torque tube mount as sent lies of the XM-8 system were 
damaged by vibration loads to the point where firing could no longer 
be conducted safely. Cracks and fractures were also encountered on 
the annunition mounting rack assembly. 

2.8 AUTOROTATTONAL CHARACTERISTICS 

2.8.1 OBJECTIVE 

The objectives of the autorotational entries were to quanti- 
tatively investigate the attitude changes and the control  inputs 
required to stabilize the helicopter in the event of a sudden loss 
in engine power. 

2.8.2 METHOD 

The autorotational entries were performed by first stabilizing 
the aircraft for a given trim condition and then rapidly reducing 
power to enter autorotation. The collective pitch control trim pos- 
ition was maintained for at least 2 seconds after the simulated power 
reduction, at which time the collective control was lowered. All 
other flight controls were held in the trim position until the heli- 
copter was in stabilized autcrotation or until corrective action was 
necessary. Control positions,, aircraft attitudes and rates were 
recorded for each autorotation entry. The tests were conducted at 
an airspeed of 15 KCAS to 97 KCAS for the conditions specified in 
Section 2.0, "Introduction." 

2.8.3 RESULTS 

Time histories are presented in Figures No. 241 through 243, 
Section 3, Appendix I. 

2.8.4 ANALYSIS 

2.8.4.1    Quantitative Engineering Analysis of Autorotational 
Characteristics 

a.    Clean Configuration 

A sudden reduction in power did not cause any adverse 
pitching or rolling moments and the autorotational entry characteristics 
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• generally comply with the requirements of MII,-H-85ülA, paragraph 
3.5.5.1.    There was sufficient rotor inertia to allow the collective 
control to be held in the trim position for at  least 2 seconds after 
the power reduction, without causing the rotor speed to decrease to 
a value below the minimum rpm power off. 

Following the power reduction the predominant motion 
of the aircraft was  to yaw  left immediately; however,  this trim 
change was mild and easily controllable.    The highest autorotational 
entry airspeed investigated was 97 KCAS.    Autorotational entry 
characteristics were not affected by variations  in altitude or gross 
weight. 

The rotor speed decay rate was nonlinear with a high 
decay rate at the initial power loss and a decreasing decay rate as 
rotor speed decreased.    The rotor speed decay rate was  found to be 
primarily a function of collective control position with the highest 
decay rates being at high power and high collective pitch conditions 
such as hover,  climb, maximum airspeeds,  and heavy gross weight. 
Rotor speed buildup and the collective control of the rotor speed 
were satisfactory under all  conditions tested. 

b.    Armed Configurations 

Test results  for the armed configurations showed that 
Cthe autorotational entry characteristics were basically the same 

as those for the clean configuration. 

2.8.5    QUALITATIVE PILOT'S COMMENTS ON AUTOROTATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 

a.    Clean Configuration 

Autorotation entry characteristics were very good.    Auto- 
rotation entries were performed at airspeeds from 15 KCAS to Vmax 
at 5000 and 10,000  feet density altitude and at both  forward and aft 
Z.G,   loadings.    With a sudden reduction in power,  there was an immed- 
iate yaw to the left which was easily controlled.    No pitching, 
rolling or other adverse characteristics were noted.    There was 
sufficient rotor inertia present to allow the collective pitch control 
to be held in the trim position for 2 seconds after the power reduc- 
tion.    With the collective  fixed,  rotor speed decayed rapidly but 
the rate of decay slowed after 1 or 2 seconds.    The rotor speed 
stabilized at approximately 75 percent; however,  the value of the 
stabilized rotor speed was  influenced by some  residual power from 
the engine.    When the collective pitch was  lowered rapidly, there was 
a slight pitch up.    Kith the collective pitch down,  rotor speed in- 
creased rapidly and a rotor overspeed would result  if the collective 
pitch was  left  in  the full  down position. 
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b. Armed Configuration 

No adverse characteristics were noted in the armed 
configuration and the reaction to a sudden power loss was basically 
the same as for the clean configuration. 

2.9 FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM EVALUATION 

2.9.1 OBJECTIVE 

The objective of these tests was to quantitatively evaluate 
the  flight control system for force  gradients, static and dynamic 
friction.    The control systems were also evaluated to determine 
compliance with MIL-H-8501A with the hydraulic boost system both 
"on"  and "off." 

2.9.2 METHOD 

The control system "breakout"  forces and force gradients 
were evaluated by recording the  force required for a control move- 
ment with the frictional control varied from the full "on" to the 
full "off position  (where applicable).    The tests were conducted 
with  the helicopter on the  ground with the rotor static and 
hydraulic pressure being applied to the control system by an ex- 
ternal source.    Qualitative tests were also conducted on the con- 
trol systems during the stability and control tests. 

2.9.3 RESULTS 

Test results are presented graphically and summarized in 
Figures No.  244 through 247, Section 3, Appendix I. 

2.9.4 ANALYSIS 

2.9.4.1    Quantitative Engineering Analysis of Flight Control System 

a.    Longitudinal Control Forces 

The  longitudinal breakout  forces with the boost system 
operative were  found to be above the maximum allowed in MIL-H-8501A, 
paragraph 3.2.7,    The breakout  force varied approximately  1 pound 
as the adjustable  friction control was varied from the full "on" to 
the  full "off position. 
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The  longitudinal  force  gradient was  found to be slightly 
negative when the cyclic stick was traveling from a full   forward to 
full aft position.    The  longitudinal  force gradient was positive 
when moving the cyclic stick  from aft to forward.    This stick  force 
reversal was contrary to the requirements of MIL-M-8501A, paragraph 
3.2.4. 

b. Lateral Control Forces 

When the boost system was operative the  lateral break- 
out forces were  larger than the maximum allowed in MIL-H-8501A, 
paragraph 3.2,7.    The change in breakout forces with the control 
fricvion setting was  found to be approximately 1 pound between the 
full   'on" and full "off" position. 

The lateral force  gradient was  found to be slightly 
negative when the cyclic stick was displaced in either direction. 
This negative force gradient was  in violation of MIL-H-8501A, para- 
graph 3.2.4. 

c. Directional Control  Forces 

The directional  control breakout  forces with boost 
system operative were  found in most cases to be below those required 
in MIL-11-8501A, paragraph 3.2.7,    These forces were  inadequate and 
should be increased to comply with the requirements of MIL-H-8501A. 

The directional   force gradient was positive over the 
entire pedal travel  range.    There were no objectionable discontinu- 
ities in thu force  gradient and the requirements of MIL-U-8501A, 
paragraph j.2.4,  are complied with, 

d. Longitudinal and Lateral Control Travel  Limits 

The  longitudinal control travel  limits were  found to 
be a function of the lateral cyclic position.    The  lateral control 
limits were dependent upon the  longitudinal control position.    These 
changes  in the control  limits were caused by the  irregular shape of 
the cyclic stick pattern, which consequently caused a change  in the 
available control  travel.    The data in this report were based on 
maximum full  longitudinal control travel  (8,2 inches)   and maximum 
lateral  control travel   (9.5 inches).    The following figure  graphically 
illustrates the cyclic control pattern.   (See Figure 11,  Page 52). 
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2.9.5  QUALITATIVH PILOT'S CONNtNTS ON FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM 

The breakout forces were less than 2 pounds for all the con- 
trols.  These forces were low enough to give a good feel and yet 
high enough to hold the controls in any position they were placed. 
The magnitude of the breakout forces appeared to be the same 
throughout the full range of control travel. 

There were no apparent force gradients present in the control 
system.  The moving friction was the same as the static breakout fric- 
tion and the control could be moved through the full travel by apply- 
ing approximately 2 pounds of force. 

Since there were no forces to oppose a control movement from 
trim, there was no trim system present, nor was there a requirement 
for one. The controls would remain in the position in which they 
were placed and hands off flight could be accomplished, so far as 
the control system was concerned.  Removing the copilot controls 
unbalanced the system and with no friction applied at airspeeds 
above 85 KCAS, the pilot's control would move aft when released. 
This was easily corrected by a slight increase in the friction setting. 

There was a mechanical longitudinal-collective coupling 
present with the boost system both operative and inoperative. The 
longitudinal control moved forward as the collective control was 
raised and moved aft as the collective was lowered. Movement of 
the cyclic did not cause any collective movement with the boost "on"; 
however, with the boost "off" cyclic movement caused the collective 
control to move. The longitudinal control travel available was not 
affected by this control coupling. Although in violation of MIL-H- 
8501A, paragraphs 3.2.4 and 3.4.3, this small coupling was very easily 
overcome by the pilot, either by holding the control or by using a 
small amount of friction. 

The seat was not adjustable; however, the longitudinal cyclic 
and the pedals could be manually adjusted. The range of adjustment 
was sufficient for the project pilot and the controls were comfortable 
throughout the control pattern.  The longitudinal cyclic friction 
adjustment was difficult to reach in flight, while wearing a para- 
chute. 

The directional control system did not meet the requirements 
of MIL-H-8501A, Table II, in that the pedal breakout forces were less 
than 3 pounds and there was no friction on the directional controls. 
There was some "slop" in the directional control around the neutral 
point. This condition, coupled with the low breakout forces and high 
directional sensitivity, made the present control system undesirable. 
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Turning the single boost system"off" did not introduce any 
control movement or forces.    Increased control   forces were apparent 
only when the controls were moved.    The forces were not measured in 
flight; however,  they were considered satisfactory.    Boost "off," 
the pedal  forces were highest and the  lateral cyclic forces were 
lowest.    The helicopter could be adequately maneuvered and a landing 
could be accomplished satisfactorily with the control boost "off." 

2.10    AIRSPEED CALIBRATION 

2.10.1 OBJECTIVE 

The objective of the tests was to determine the airspeed 
position error for both the standard and test airspeed systems. 

2.10.2 METHOD 

The airspeed calibration of the test and standard system 
was determined by using the ground speed course method.    The aircraft 
was  flown over a meas .red ground course at a stabilized airspeed on 
reciprocal headings  from 20 KIAS to 110 KIAS using approximately 
10 knot airspeed increments.    The tests were conducted at a density 
altitude of 1950 feet,  a gross weight of 2475 pounds, 393 rotor rpm 
(average)  and in the clean configuration. 

2.10.3 RESULTS J 

Te« '   results are presented graphically in Figures No.   248 
through 24      Sectioi   3, Appendix I. 

2.10.4 ANALYSIS 

The standard system indicated low for all airspeeds above 
35 knots and high for all airspeeds below 35 knots.    The position 
error curve was nonlinear with an increased negative position error 
with increased airspeed.    The position error appeared to be greater 
as  the sideslip angle was  increased during climb,  level  flight  and 
autorotation.    At  low airspeeds   (below 50 KCAS)  and large sideslip 
angles  (above 30 degrees), the standard system appeared to become 
unreliable.     (See Figure  I, Page 55). 
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TIME.   MISTORY OP   RE/\RIMARD   PLIbHI 

kj;   ,iJDAT(0N,:XM-8(SAt-0Cr) 

AVI  MGC  GBOSco WkibUT:2ä90 LfcS 

LOWG C(3  uXA" OW : 99.5 IN (rWD) 

LA1 - iML CG lOCATlOMll.ie m(LT) 

'i I f.M 

jod L.OWG STICK 

DOLL > 
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Ti IU,T COWDITIOW: R^U^AUD ULIGUT 

IDIM CA& : APPROX . 10 KNOTS 
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POTOR SDLLO: 394 aDM 
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. . 1/\, L J.TJ /\., 3/KJ €>2-^ 

COMPiGLPArnM: ' i i AKJ 

AVI ■■' >;   i...'     / :. ■ r   l.bw 

'   ,        . 1 X.V  >.:   105. '   N   .Ar" 
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CONriGU^AT IOM: Cut Ah FI1GUT  COKJDn 10M: UOVLP flGQ-J 

fU^L . 'v. , ■  ' MA    T.: n [ :8.;  IWCWLS TQl^CA^tZLDO 

/ .     .'. ,.    ^QO   , W[ ; ■in: 2615 LbS DtKS^V  ALTruOC: /BO rCLT 
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CONPIGLRATI-IM: C      -■ 
• ''       ' KJA.I  \WAr. 8.1 \ ^ 
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LATl^Ai  CG UXAT10M: .35 IN 

PITCH ROLL  
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PlOUCiE     MO.   E?-^- 

ACT LOklGlTUÖKlAL PULSE 
CD14- ^-/\, LJ.S /"v., 3/KJ (32--i^OA 

2 

Q 

CO>«iFIGURA" i "»M : CLCAN PI 1 GUI   COMDHIOKI: UUG L PLlGuT 

' v •      :-    •   :ai IN^W£S TDl^CAS: 92 KNOTS 

■ ^ A    ^IPO   ) WC iGUI : ZeZO ^Bb. DEKB^V ALT1TUDL : 5AIO P££T 

.G. LOCMlOKi : 1047 IN   (üOTT) Q010Q SDtkD: 394 QPM 
LATTRAl  CG LOCATION : .75 IN I 
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PiGunC     MO. && 

An LOklGlTUDIMAL PUL5E 

COMPIGI I  '      M:CL£AN 

PJLL , '^ IKJA,   '::..'  :6.I iN^t 

,.l XÄ"1 )Ki: 105.2 iN.(2\rT) 

LATl^i CG L0C.MI0M: .35 'N. iJT) 

PITCU ROLL  
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PlOLJCil KlO. 

AfT LOkIGITUDINAL PUL5E 

i   MI   ,     '     'M: CLEAN FLIGHT C0MDniOM:Cu)M& 

I     .   . ''.   lUriKjAi    '.Z:..-   :^2lKLHE5     TDlMCA^:'45  MCTb 
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PIOUREZ,    MO. ^"7 

ACT  LOUGITUDINJAL PULSE 

CCMPIGLlQA] IOM •• CLEAN FUGUT   COMDHIOJ: AUTOROTATION 

"ULi     'v.        ■ '.AL 7DAVtl   aZlNCULS TQM CAS:45 KNOTS 

GROSS WClGI-n : 2575 LfS5 DLKBTV  ALTITUDE : 5000 TEET 

.    DCATlONi:   105.6 IN (An) QCHOQ SPEED: 394 «PM 
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APT LOUGITUDIMAL PULS£ 
Ol ^-4 A, LJ.S. A., S/M <S2-4-a  :^ 
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COMriGURA^IOMrXM-? 5T0WLD FUGUT COJDIllOM-.LCV&L PI l-'aUT 

TULl L'V.       DIK1AL IDkVti: 8^ IM( UL1.. TD1M CA9,: 08 kklOTb 
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ACT  LOUGITUDINJAL PULSE 
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PlGUCiET      MO. <S 

AFT LOklGlTUDINAL PULSt 

CCM^IGlJRAll^M•• XM-8 STOWLD RIGUT  COMDITIOKJ: LLVtL  PLIGUT 

TÜLL LOMGITüWKJAL "TDAVEL:R2 INCUL'O TD^ CAS* 9B  kf^JOTS 

AVEßAi'.t   GßOoS WriGin ^505 LBL.   DtKBHV ALTITUDE .-GlAO TLLT 
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PIOURE     MO. «SS 

LEPT LATERAL PULSE 

CONriGUDATIOM: Q.tAM 

TÜLL LATEUALTDAVtL; 9£ I^CUES 

AVEDAQt GRCÖS NWEIGUT: Z570 LBF 

LOKIG  CG LOCATIOM*. 105.5 )N  (ATT; 

LATERAL CG. LDCÄTlOr. .35 Ikl   ^RT) 

FLIGWr CONDlTIOl: MOVER (ICC 

Tß)^CftS:ZE.RO 

OEKßlTV ALTITUDE: 780 TEET 

ROTDQ SPEED: 3QA  RPM 
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CIOLJRE     MO. S^, 

RIGLIT LATERAL PUL6E 

CONnCUDATlONi: CLtAM 

TÜLL  L/VTtDALTD/\\yEL:9.5 IMCMtS 

AVLQAGC  GROSo NWEIQUT: 2570 LBS 

LOKIG. CG. LOCATK>j: 105.5 IKJ   ^APTj 

LAIERAL CG. LDCATIOKJ: .35 IN   (RT) 
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LEPT LATERAL PULSE 
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PIGURE     MO. e.5 

LEUT LATERAL PULSE 
OU-4A, L-J.S./X., S/Kl(ÖZ--4-eO^ 

C0NnGUDATIOM'.CL.£/\M H-lGUT CONDnia^LtvEL PLIüUT 

TULL LATEnALTDAVLL :9.5 IKJCWtb TPJ^ CAS '- IOO 5 KNOTS 

AVLK/^t  GROSS ^^GurrrZfeOO  LBS   DtMSlTV ALTlTUDr. :4670 PELT 
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LEPT LATERAL PULSE 

CONriGUDATlON : CLE.ANJ 

PULL  L^TtDALTDAVEL:9.5 IWCU£S 

AVERAGE   GDOS5 NWE1GUT:2536 LBS 

LOF4G. C.GIJXATIOM:99.4 \h IEWD;» 

LATERAL CG LOCATlOKj: .'65 IN (RT.) 

FLIGWT CONDITIOM : LEVEL ELic^r 
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FIGURE    MO. ^Sä 

LEFT LATERAL PULSt 
CDU - 4 /\, LJ.S. /^., S/KJ (32- 4-e O A 

CONriGUDATlON:CLEAN 

PULL LMLDALTDf\Vtl.:9.5 IM 
AVLDAC-E   GROSS NWElGun-;2520 LB5 

LOKIG. C.G.LDCATl0M:iO5.2 IN.(AFT) 

LAT£^,L CG LXATIOfJ: .3B IN    RT ' 

FLIGHT COMDfTIOi: LtVtL PLlGUT 

TQJMCAS: 89 KMOTS 

DthJSlTV ALTITUDE :9feOO FT 

POIOv SDf.LD : 39^ RPM 
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PIGURE     MO. ÖQ 

LATER/XL PULSE 
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igrr 
vX 

i.-*'o 

x; 
CONriGUDATIOM : CLtAN 

TULL LATtDALTDAVtL: 9.5 INCUES 

AVEDAGC  GP0S5 ^/EIGUT: Z655 LBS 

LOKIG. CG.LDCATIOM :  IOb.9 IN (AFT) 

LAI ERAL CG LDCAT10M:  .VJ IM (RTj 

FLIGHT OOKIDITIOW.aiMb 

TU)MCAS:-4^ KrtOTS 

DLNßlTV  ALTITUDE -.5000 FEET 

POTDQ SDEir.:  594 UPM 
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PIGLJRE    MO. TO 

L£rT LATERAL PULSE 
CDU--4 A, L_J.S./X, S/KJ (o2-4-e04- 

CONFIGUQATIOMrCi £Ah FLIGHT COMDmOi^A, 

TÜLL LATtDALTDAWLL*.  9.5 INCM£b TDJMCftS^b k'N 1 

AVCDAGL   GROSS NWEIGUJ:^^SO   L&5 DEMSTTV ALTITUDE*•!      ■   ^tLT 

LOMG, CGLOCATIOM: h -5.05   IKJ.^T) POTOi SPEED: i>QA  tPM 

LATERAL CG. LOCATIOM:  .35 /N (^T) SAS CGWOITIOJ:    :; 
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^ 

PIOLJ^C     MO. Tl 

LEFT LATERAL PULSE 

CONRGUDATIOM:XM-^ STOWED 

nJLL LftTEDALTDAytL:a5  IMCUE6 
AVEU^E   GDOSß ^/EIGUT:258Ü Lßb 

LOKIG  CG. LOCATION: 104.6 IKI  (AET) 

LATtßAl CG. UXAT'OKj;1.26 1M   VL l ; 

FL1GWT COKIDmr>i: MOVERi'IGE' 

TUJMC^S: ZERO 
DEKBITV ALTITUDE : 7bQ EEET 

ROITJQ SDCID:   394 kP'M 
C>'E   CCM)1T10W: OEE 

PITCH 

RC^LL 

N AW 

Lil   J 

§8 



f=IGL_)RE    MO.  7, 

LEPT LATERAL PULSE 

C0NnGUUATION:yM-7 STOWtD FLIGHT COKIDITlOi: UOvER.   1 

PULL LfaEDALTDrwtL.-a& IN TW.^ CAS: ZEKO 

AVEDAGL  GROSS NWEIGUT: 2560 UfeS   DEM&1TV ALTlTLDf : /öO PL ET 

LOK»G. CG-UXATIOM.- 104.5 1KJ   An'     POTOQ SPfIB; 3^4 RPM 

LATLRAL CG. La:AT10M--|.2L IW    Lr        SAE    ICiWDITlOnrOM 

PITCl I 

ROLL 

YAJV    -  -- 

'U| J ^5      ^S^ 

^ .c? > r— 
»- *f ^2. 

?.? r^* 
— 7 ^ ,>>■ 

L^i      J 

5'* 

a1! a § 

0) 
? u 

FOR nFFICAl DSF O^LY 



I 

FIGURE    MO. ~7^> 

LECT  LATERAL PULSE 

CONriGUDATIONJ: XM   ; STOWLD FLlGWT COMDHiOi:, > .. ,. I , ^hi 

fULL LMEDALTRAVEL :  \, i^CUES TDJMCAS:92 KNOT ., 

AVERAGE   GROSS Nf/EiQUT : 2cj70 LfeO DCKJS.TV ALTITUDE. - I )7Q  i E 1 T 

LOKIG. C.G.LOCATIOM:   104.6 IM   ^\[-T, ROTOQ SPELL : 3.)4 ^*'1 

LATERAL CG- LDCATIOM : I.Z5 IN    I   i SAE   CGWDH ICM ■ orF 

PlTCl-i 

ROLL 

FoSmiHAi l^m V 



PIOLJRE     MO. 7^ 

LEn LATERAL PULSE 

CONnGUDÄTlON4.'XM-7 5T0WLD PLlGUT COKIDTTIOJ: LEVEL ELi 3MT 

TÜLL LATEDALmVEL: 95 INCHES Tft)^ CAS:9Z KKJOTS 

AVERSE GROSS NWEIGUJ: 2595 LfeS DLNBlTV ALTITUDE :^ö40 Et Er 

LOMG. C .G. LOCATIOM: 104.7 IM [AVJ] POXJQ SDCXL: 3' > I u> V> 

LATEßAL CG. LOCATION: U 5 iM i LT ) SAE   CGMD1T01'. OM 

P1TCU 

ROLL    -- 

YAW    -- - 

% 

AKJLM-t_   OF i\DL'A 

AMÜL.E.   CM   ATTA 

INOPERATIVE 

3 5 

>«>l 
o tit 

^ -i / v 

a 

^4 
I. 

I 

. i 

'V 

PITCH -, 

 1^ 

VAW - 

IP 

K 

ROLa_ 

VAVV^.. i. 

y^ 

PITCH - 

 f. 
7 ' 

-I 

FOR OFFICAL U.^r OfiLY 



LECT  LATERAL PULSE 
OU- -4/X, LJ.S./X., S/M (O2-4--2.0^ 

CONRGUDATlOMiXM-^ STO^'tD 

fULL LÄTEDALTDAVtL:9.5 INCWES 

AVLRAGE  GPOÄ ^/EIGUT: 2496  LfeS 

LOMG. CG LDCÄTIOM : 104.9 W   (AP T) 

LATERAL CG LOCATION : 1,50 IN  (LT j 

FLIGUT  COKIDmai'-LEVEL TLI^T 

TßJMCAS'.QB  KMOTS 

DEM^ITV ALTITUDE : 5050  PCLT 

POTJQ SDE£IJ:394 RPM 

SAE  CGMDlTlOKirorF 

PlTCUl 

POLL 

YAW 

r Sü0^" 
%   t 

0§Q 

< 

gs ■ 

3^ 

■3 

JO 

§ 
Hi 

. IM 

3" 

!„1 

3 ^ 1 

a 

A^ ,[-L  -^     i: t    . if ' 

AMOLEjOp   ATTACK 

INOPC-R-AtwEu 

PIT CM 

VAW W '' D^Ti      I " t<OL.l„ 

PITCH ^ i 
; 

\, r 

RATE.  OF   ROia_ AMD   V-öuv 

INOPERATIVE 



PIGLJRC     MO. 7fe 

LECT LATERAL PULSE 

CONriGUDATIOM : XM- 6  ST01A/E0 

TULL LATEDALTDAWEL : 9.5 IWCLltG 

AVEQASE  CWSß Nf/EIGUT : 2585 LB:) 

LOMG. CG. UXATIOM'- 105.1  IN  (AP F) 

LATERAL CG, LOCATIOi: 1.30 IN   (U i 

FLIGHT COKIDmOMrLfVLL PLIbUT 

TPl^CAS:98  KMOTS 

ÜCKB1TV ALTlTUDf  "• b <:. <- J 

POTOi SDEiD : 304 W M 

SA£   CO^JDITIOKI'.OM 

PITCH 

ROLL 

YAJV 

Fnii filncAi * II« nui v 



PIGLJCJ^     MO.77 

RIGUT  DIRECTIONAL PULSE 

C0NPIGUDAT10M: CLEAN 

CULL DtDAL TDAVtL :t2,6 irjc UES 

AVED^E  GQOSS WE1GUT : C455 LP>0. 

LOMG C.G.LOCATlOKj: IOr.-)  IN. (.APT) 

LATEDM CG.LOCATiOM:   .35  IN   , kTJ 

EIIGUT COMDITIOKI: wo. t «(IGE) 

TD1M CAS'.ZERO 

DEUSITV  ALTITUDE : IO70 PEET 

ROTOR 6Pt£D:   -   ■•; HPM 

SAE   COMDl7IO^:oPF 

P1TCU 

ROLL 

VAW       

VAA 

5g 

^ 8 ■ Hni 

- 

pircw ) 
^sL— 1 £- 

Ps -c 1 
o: 

M 
*?-      JIT- 

■fü'.^ii'H 

ds si 

ROLC - 

TIAÄfe   -- SLCOKiDS 
FnR nmnAi IK«: O»MV 



LCTT  DIRECTIONAL PULSE 
OU- <4/±% LJ.3.A.., S/M (32-^-20^4- 

CONinOJQATlOKJr   i^AN 

CULL DEDAL TDAVtU - Z.i/NOICa 

AVCDAG^ GDOSS WEIGUT; 2470 Lft5. 

LOMG. C.G.L0CÄT10KJ : \OA.Q   IN.vAfT) 

LATED^ CG. LOCATIOM : .v. IN. {jzr.) 

rLlGUT C0ND1T10KI: "- vtC (IGO 

TQIMCAS^ZCDC 

DCWS1TV ALTITUDE: 1070 PLtl 

DOTORSPt£D: b94 rtLT 

SAS  COKlDlTIOKi:OLr- 

P1TCU  

DOLL 
YAW 

5| PlTtM - 1 
rauLc _/ 

/AW f 

eocL 

\ 
- 

■ : 

FORTÖfel3^?M(i 
■s' 

^ 



t— H^J * ) U-<! I^-J»-^-».     /- ^P 

»GWT DIDtCTlONAL PUL5C 

CONPlGUDATlOKJrCL^AM 

CULL DEDAL TDAVtL:;2.6   |NCM£5 

AVCDAGE GDOSS WeiGUT: ^545  , ß 
LOkG. C.G.LOCÄTlOW:'ü5.4  IN (APTJ 

LATEßfvL CG. LOCATIOM.' ,55  IN. (^T) 

nJGUT  COKiDiTlOKI^i; .; . Fi luWT 

TXJIMCA^: 35 KM 

Dcwsnv ALT ITUDC ;•'•-.     r L t T 

DOTDR SPEID: 394  .,   ' 

SAS  COKJDITIOKJ-' c^ 

P1TCU 

ROLL 
YAW 

■.       ■     Of      . IDE '-..if T 

< 

AN'7    !       i-    .-v'' ■.. .-. 

,3 o5 ^  >   . 

< 8  fS   rl 

■ ' 

PITCH 
• r — —1~ 

; 

ecu. 

P 
is'' 

4oft 
5     i 

if] 
1-^ 

2  i 

^S si 

r 

ßOCJ 
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■ 
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/" \_ 

1 

1 
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FOR 

T 
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►—  I >^J V ) V—< fc=. I^JV ;.      CD^—y» 

r »GUT  DIRECTIONAL PUL5C 

CONPIGUDATIOKJ." CLEAN 

CULL DtDAL TDAVtL'-+2.6 INCMC^ 

AVED^GE GDOSS WDGUT: Z490 LÖ3 

LOMG. CG.LOCÄTIOVJ: 10 5.1  IM, ^AfT) 

LATEDM CG. L0CATIOK1:  .35 IN (ivl) 

niGUT CONDITION: LtvLL CLIOUT 

"TOIM CAS: 100 ^N0T5 

DEVISOV ALTITUDE •" Ab A3  FEET 

DOTDR SPEED:  i)9 4 CPM 

SAS   CONDITION: OFF 

PlTCU 

ROLL 

YAW       

<    z 
ÜJ    UJ 
-J -i ; 

<   < 

^ * 

■t 
4NGt,£| OF   SiOti^-lP 

INOrtRATivE. 

i| ä it 

[Hi 

- J 
eg 
2 
< 2 ^ ^a 

/A\Uy 

BOU. J 
PITCH  -, 'Vr" 

31 
«14 

i^ 

L. r oT 
„ TlMr   --  SECQKiDS 



DIGUT  DIRKTIONAL PULSE 

CONClGUDATIOKJtCLEAKj PlIGUT  COMDiTIOKJ: LEVEL HJGUT 

CULL DEDAL TDAV£L-ti.€ INCHES TD1M CA^: IOO  KNOI 

AVED^GC  GQOSS WEIGUT: 2570 Lht- DCWSITV ALTITUDE : 4t>-45 EEET 

LOiG. CG.LOCATIOKJ : 99. / IN ( LWD) QOTTt? SPEED : 394 WM 

I.ATEDALC.G.LOCATIOM t .6:. IN  (RT) SAB  COMDITIOM : OFS- 

P1TCU    - 

POLL     - 
VAW     - ■ 

a   i 

TIMf   -- 3E:COKJDS 



RIGUT DIRECTIONAL PULSE 

C0NPIGUDATIOK1: CiLAH 

CULL DEDAL TDAVQi^.t IM^PES 

AVEDAGE  GQOSS WGGUT: 282b Lbfe 

LOKiG. CG.UKATIOW: i04.o IK   .AVt^ 

LATEPäLC.G.LOCATIOM:  .75  IN (LI) 

HJGUT  CONDniON.-LEVU. PL1GUT 

TQlMCA^-99 KhOTCi 

DCVlSnV  ALTITUDE:48ZÜ EEET 

ROTOR SPEED : 394 tiPM 

SAE coMbiTio^:orr 

P1TCU   — 

QOLL       

1 

VAW  

FortrmCAffi?rnN. 



^ 

RIGHT  DIRKTIONAL PULSE 

CONflGUQATIOKJ: CLtÄN R-IGUT  C0MD1TIOJ: LE^'CL PLiGWT 

CULL DEDAL TDAVtL: 5^.6 IMCWES       TQIM CA^ '• 9Z KNOTS 

AVCDAGC  GQOSS \A/9GWT: 2495  LBS  DCViSlTV ALTITUDE : 9395  PE.LT 

LOMQ. CG-LCXTATIOW : 105.1 IN   [ACT DOTQR SPEED : 2.94 ßPM 

LATtDAL CG LOCATIOM : .35 m   yRl)       SA£   COKlDlTlOKirOFP 

P1TCU  

QOLL       
. YAW      

mn^mmHmmmm FHR nFPir.Äi   n^P BMI Y 



RIGUT DIRECTIONAL PULSE 

^ 

CON^GUDAT 10K1: CLEAN 

HULL DQDAL TRAVEL: ^.^ICUES 

AVEDAGC GOOSS WEIGWT: 2^15  Lfei 

LOklG. CG-LOCATION : 105./ (N (AFT) 

LATQDAL CG.LOCATION: .35 IMRT) 

niGUT  COMDlTIOKl-.aiMfe 

JU\N\QA^:Ab KNOPb 

DEW^TV  ALTITUDE : 50OO FEET 

ROTOR SPEED : 2>94 RPM 

SAE   C0KJDITIOIs|:OPr 

PITCU   - 

ROLL 

YAW    - 

^   ^ 

SI 
öiü °i - <    a 

UJ    Ui 

13 

«4t.J 

JO 

AN&ct  OP   SIDEJfeUP 

AM&Lt    OF   ATTW   K 

.-n 
^ 

4im-^=^ 

OFFrcCT^DNlY A 



RI6UT DIRECTIONAL PULSE 
OU--4^ LJ.S.^., S/N4 (O2--4.20^ 

CONPIGUQATIOKJ   CLEAN R-'.GUT   COJD1TIOKJ: AUTO ROTATION 

tULL DtDAL TDAVtUt 2.« INCHES TUlM CA^ : 45  KNOTS 

AVLD^E  GDOSS WeiGLI: 2590 Lfeta DEVISOV ALTITUDE : 5000 PLET 

LOMG. C.G.LOCATiOW: 105.55 (N [AH) ROTOQ SPEED : ^94 RPM 

LATED^LCCLOCATIOKJ: .2)5 IN (RT^ SAE  COKlDlTIOKIiOEE 

P1TCU 

ROLL 
YAW 

H 
f:- 14 

MnSS"B*> 

3 8 W 

VAW 

< 

^ 
-r— 

RÖUi 
_;. 

ANGLL   OP ATTACK, 
INOPERATIVE 

PVTCVAJ^ 

Ü3i 
VAW 

O 
. 

^ 
'4M 

\ 

ET I 
,i5  »^ 

aJ 

mnmmimmmm**' 

TIME   2a  SLCOMDS 
Fort OFFir," ir« ^i Y 



DIG14T  D1DKT10NÄL PULbE 
OU-^4-^, LJ.S.>^., S/M <32-^-20-4 

CONCIGUQATIOM : XM-7 STOWLD PllGUT CONDlTIOM: UOVEßflGI 

CULL DEDAL TDAVtL :^.6lMCULS TQ1M CA^iZEKO 

AVED/sGE  GQOSS WDGUT: Z680 L&6 DCWSOV ALTITUDE: 2050 PtEI 

LOMG. C.G.LOCÄTiOW. (O5.0 IN (Afl i ROTOR SPEtD: 30-4 UPM 

LATEDALCG-LOCATlOKi: U5 iM (LTj SAE   COKJDlTlOKl-.orr 

PITCU   - 

ROLL 
VAW    -■ 

5§ 
b 

J1 Mr 
'A:i 

Ü'HHi 
«3 

■<tf5 

31 ' H- 

^1 

VAW V. 

PITCH 

9 

i3 i 

it* 

o 

ROLl. 

VA\A/ 

. 

X 
/ 

P1TCM 
. 

/ Y 

RJOUL 
' 

/ J 

T\N\Z   -v.  StCOKJpS 
FAR OfFICÄt  Mf^F HNIY 



DIGNT  DIDtCTIONAL PUL&E 

C0Ml-IGUQATIOKJ;XM-7 STOWED 

CULL DEDAL TDAVtL'.^ INCUtS 

AVEDAGE GDOSS WPGUT: 2670  Lbb 
LOKiG C.G.LOCATIOW. 105.0 IN (.AFT) 

LATEDMC.G.LOCATIOM: 1^5 IN (LTl 

rLlGUT  CONDITION: UO^&U(lbL) 

TQIM CA^"^ERO 

D£V]S\TV ALTITUDE: 205C FtLT 

DOTDß SPttD: 304 RPM 

5AE   C0KJD1TI0KI:0N 

P1TCU 

ROLL 
YAW 

VAW 

32 '141 - 

<  I5( 

3^, 

So:göll0- 

y^ ana 

! 

r ^i f 



P^IGUnE     MO. Ö& 

RIGUT  DIRECTIONAL PULSE 

COMPIGUDATIOKJ: XM 7 STOWLD 

CULL DEDAL TDAVE.Ut2.6 INCME^ 

AVED^GC GDOSS WOGUT : ?4 /'b LbS 

LOMG. CG.LOCATIOW : 1043 IN vAPr^ 

LATERAL CG. LOCATION : 1.25 IN (LTJ 

niGUT  COMDlTION'.LLva  TUGWI 

TQ\N\CA^:^Z KNOTS 

DEWSHV ALT)TUDE:^890  fLET 

ROTOR SPGED : 394 ßPM 

SAE   COKJDiTlOlsl^OrF 

P1TCU 

ROLL 
YAW       

^   ^ 

<    c 

3^ 
2 
< 

4,M* 

§1 Fii 
g 
-1-<P 

yr ^>t -*' 
k 

(i 

AMGLt   OP   AT TACK 

MKOPtrvAT/vt 

FM hPFofiS^ONLY 



PIGLJCiE     MO.  30 

RIGUT  DIRECTIONAL PULSE 

CONCIGUDATIOM: XM-7 STOWLD PllGUT  CONDlTIOKl: . T vf L PLIGHT 

CULL DEDAL TDAV£L-t2.it ^ TQ1MCAS-9Z KNOTS 

AVED^C GDOSS WeiGUT: .LOO  Lb'o DCWSITV ALTITUDE:484b RPM 

LOMG. CG.LOCATIOKJ: IO^;.4 IN  vAPI) QOTDR SPEED : 394 KPM 

LATERAL CG. LOCATIOM : U5 I^LD SAE   COKIDITIOKIION 

P1TCU 

ROLL 

YAW 

 I .   , 
FOR uFFinA« IKP OMIV 



I 

PlCLJQe     MO.  90 

RIGUT   DIDtCTIONAL PUL5E 
OU1-^/v, LJ.S.A., S/M (S2-^.2'   -  • 

CONf IQjQATlOKJ '• > M-8 STOWtD 

CULL D£DAL TDAVQL-/.6 ^,.4,, 

AVED^E  GDOSS WEIGUT : J480 L K ■ 
LOMG. CG.LOCATlOkJ : IO I ''     \ .\l T 

LATERAL CG. LOCATIOM: t.'iO iN 

PI1GUT C0ND1TI0K1: LtVtl    I T 

TßlM CA9,: 98 KMOT _ 

DCWSITV ALTITUDE : 4fe7^ PEE.! 

R01DR SPEED: 304 

SAE   COKJDlTIOM'.orr 

D1TCU 

ROLL 
VAW       

: 

^ ^ 

3  tP g^ 

z 
■: 

^ 

,' 

i h 51 

38 HH§ 

A-S*1 

AMGU of  SIDtSUP 

/ 
ÄNijLE.   OF   ATTACK. 

IMOPe^ATiVt. 

VAW 

ROLi 
PIK U 

^d/Ht  ll: ̂  

\ 

u 
5»« 

_vn    X 

o i 
Tl 

FOR 
<r-\\ aim 
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^iGLJDC     NvJO. 31 

RIGUT  DIRECTIONAL PULSE 
OU-^^v, LJ.S.xX-, S/N4 (32--420^4 

CONCIGUDATIOM : XK'- B Z^OM '. 

CULL DEDAL TDAVQL^2,6 IMCliCL 

AVEQ^E  GDOSS WEian: 251 D L b b 

LOMG. CG.LOCATIOK): (04.05  IN lAET.) 

LATtD(\L CG. L0CAT1OKJ: 1.30 iN   . L' 

EUGUT  COKJDITIQKI.-LLVLL tlijUT 

TQIMCA^: 98 KMOTS 

Dcvjsnv ALTITUDE:-4 M : ; ECT 

ROTDR SPEfD: 394  u'l M 

SAC   COKJDITIOM: ON 

PlTCU 

ROLL 

YAW 

< < 

l' Mt-     lt 

-^ 

,-*>»• 

Mi"-'-* 

t '4$ 

t i 

T\f\\Z   - -  SLCOMDS 
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(IM    GrROUND tPPECt) 
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AVtDAGt GROSS WtlGUT: 252S LBS TRIM CA&iZLERO 
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yuvo ' £UL 

SECOMDS 
m mm !,

SE ONLY 



PlGURt,    NJO   2.0^ 

TIME  MISTORY OF ARMAMtMT FIDIWG 

CÜIjriGUCATI0N:XM-7 Cbb" DOUUM) CLIGUT COWDITlOKJ: LLVLL PLIGHT(b*. 
AVtßAGC. GROSS WEIGUT: 2505 ubS TRIM CAS : ^5 KNOT& 

LOWS CG LOCATI0U : 104.80 IN (APT) DEXJSITY ALTITUDE.: 38fcC PtLT 
LATLDAL CG LOCATION : .90 IN (LT.) Q0TOR SPCtD: 394 RPM 

OfP) 

PITCU  ROLL  
dnd LOkiG STICK ^^i LAT STICK 

(COMTßOLS  riXCD) 

VAW  
and  PtDAL 

TIME.   ~   SElCOkiDS 
I OR ürr{.ÄL uSL ONLY 



TIME.  MISTORY OP ARMAME.NJT   FIDIklG 

COWriGUQATIONi: XM -7 (35° DOWM) 

AVLDAGt GROSS W£I6UT:2495 LbS 
LOkJG CG LOCATION :104./^ IN .APT) 
LATLDAL CG LOCATION: .65 IN(I?T) 

CLI&UT COWDITIOKJ ■. LtVEL rLIGUT(6AL ON) 
TRIM CA& : 55  KNOTS 

DUISITY ALTlTUDt: 3B&o rtti 
DOTOR SPttD : 694 Ui M 

PITGU   
dhd LOKJG STICK 

4 
ROLL  

^►vi LAT STICK 
CDNTßOLS riXLD) 

YAW  
and   PEDAL 

h io 

D 
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2 v>  ^t»0« 

■arj-xli 

»._J    0- 

TIME   ~   SECOMfiS 
?ÖR ^mn:.    ' ONLY 



FIGURE.    KJO  2.05 

TIME HISTORY OP ARMAME.NJT  FIRIKIG 
OW-4-A, U.e.A.,e/M e>2.-A204- 

COWriGUDAXIOM :XM-l(^50ü^) TLIGUT COWDITIOW: RIGHT siDESiifVS^orr) 
AVtQA&G. GROSS WtlGUT : 25lO Lfe'b TRIM CA&: 3b KNOT^ 

LOkJG CG LXATIOW : ICDJDO IN (ATT^ DtKiSlTY ALTITUDf.4470 rtti 
LÄTXDAL CG LOCATION: 1.25 1N(L1) QOTOR SPttD: ^94 RPM 

pircu  
«and LOkiG STICK 

DOLL        YAW  
**A LAT STICK        and  PEDAL 

(CONTROLS PIXED) 
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TlMt ÖECOMDS 
rllH   iDrrL.Ai    li.iL   IJ.,LJ 



riGURC    NJO 20^ 

TIME.  UISTODY OF ARMAMENT  DDIKIG 

COWPlGUQATIOM: XM- 7 ( ^S0UP) 

AVLßAGt GßOSS W£l6UT:2S^o CHS 

LOWG CG LOGATIOW *. los.o'b IN'.AFT) 
LATb.DAL CG LOCATION: l.^o IM (LT) 

CLI&UT COWDITIOKJ: PiGWT SlD£SLIP(SA£»J 
TRIM CA6 : ä-b KAiOTS 
DtWSITY ALTITUDE :4A70 FL^T 

ROTOR SPEED: ^94 RPt^ 

PITC^I ■ 
«and LOUG STICK 

<5 

ROLL  
^ CAT STICK 
(COMTROLb  riXED) 

YAW  
and  PtDAL 

3 5 

JO 

IMC ^ kATK l 
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TIME    ^   öECOMDb 

FOR OmCÄL USP OfilY 



riGURE.     MO   207 

TIME.  UISTORY OP ARMAME.WT  FIRIKJG 
OW-4-A, U.S.A.,'S/M e>2.-A20^ 

COWriGUDATIOM: XfVl-7 (^50D0\^N) ULIGUT COKJDITIOKJ-.RIGWT SIDESLIP(SAt-OCC) 

AVtßAGE. GROSS WtlGUT: 24Qü ^BS TRIM CAb: ^5 ^WOTS 

LONG C6 LOCATIOU : 104.9^. IN (Arr) DüüSlTY ALTITUDt: 4A10 TLLT 

LATE.DAL CG LOCATION : l.zc IM [LT) ROTOR SPttD: ^9<4 KPIVN 

> 

pircu  
jnd LOKiG STICK 

o 
t- 
t r 

^ 

POLL  
«i*d LAT STICK 

COMTROL'b PtXLD) 
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• 

YAW  
and  PtDAL 
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3S  if 

TIME,   -v   SECOMDS 



I 

riGURE.    KJO 208 

TIM£  WISTODY OF ARMAME. JT  nDIWG 

CLIGUT COWDITIOM: IZIGUT folD£5LlP(5At-CN} 

TRIM CA6 : A5  KN075 
COWnGUDATIOM; xvi-7C35*'a)vUKj) 

AVLDAGE. GROSS WElGUT.'Z4(oO -6 

LOkJG CG LOCATIOkj: 10^.90 iM.UiPr) 

LATLDAL CG LOCATION : I.i5 /N.(LT) 

DtXiSITV ALTITUDt: 4 4. Iü  ILLT 

ROTOR SPttD : 39A  t?^M 

P1TGU   
^nd L0k4G STICK 

ab 
S^  n 

J o 

- o 

DOLL  
-^d LAT STICK 

(COMTROLb CIXLD) 

YAW  
and  PtDAL 

.<1 < 

Ü|4| 
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TIME 
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1 

riGURE.     KJO.209 

TIME.  HISTORY OF ARMAME.NT  FIDIKIG 

COWriGUQAXIOM: XM-7 (5.5° UP) 
AVLKAGt GROSS WtlGUT: 24-40 Lb«- 
LOKJG CG LOCATION : 104.60 IN (APT) 

LATLDAL CG LOCATION : \D5 IN (LT) 

PI rcui  
«and LOkjG STICK 

POLL  
-md LAT STICK 

(COMTROL^  nXLD) 

aiGUT COWDITIOM.-SUGMT   QIVC   (tAE-OPP) 

TRIM CAS: HZ  ..^DTS 

DEXJSITY ALTlTUDtt 4470 PCLT 

QOTOR SPCtD: 394 C:PM 

YAW  

TIME SECOklDS 
mu r^r <:i. nfüv 



PIGURE.     M0 2IO 

TIME  M1ST0RY OF ARMAME.NT  PIDIUG 
.J.' 

C0lüriGUQATION:XM-7 (i.^ UP) 
AVLDAGt GROSS Wtl6UT:2450 ufes 

LOWG CG LOCATION : 104.85 IN iAfT) 
LATLßAL CG LOCATION: l.iO IN (L7) 

.A. ^/M ea-420^4 
CLIUHT COWDITIOKJ •. SLJGHT    DIVC L^lOi) 
TRIM CAS-.I^KNOT-b 

DÜOSITV ALTITUDE:4470 PEET 
ROTOR SPtXD: ^94 t^PM 

PITCH   
«and LOkjG STICK 

POLL  
**6 LAT STICK 

COKJTUOLS TIXLD) 

YAW  
And  PtDAL 
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' 

Ä ~   SECOKJDS 
lüAi US! 2NLY 



riGURE-    MO  2M 

TIME.  UISTORY OF ARMAME.WT  FIPIKIS 
OM-^A, LJ.S.A.,^/KJ e>2.-A204 

COWnGUDATION.'AM /LA30 VOvOu) 
AVLDAGE. GROSS WtlGUT: 14 z5 L& 

L0W6 CG LOCATlOkJ: \0A.1& IN (AtX) 
LATLDAL CG LOCATION: |.00 \H\UT) 

DOLL  
-i^d LAT STICK 
(COMTROLS TKED) 

Pircu  
«and LOUG STICK 

j f> 

/o 

TLIGUT COWDITIOKJ: 5LI6UT Oiuc C^t-ort) 

TRIM CA&'.IH kN(7rs 

DtXlSlTY ALTITUDG. •- 44 /o forr 
ßOTOR SPEtD:39A T?PM 

YAW  
ami  ptDAL 

-^   a 

Li   ^ 
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I JO 

<1M .^    Ok "»DCic-'P -:' 

IN»' \ 1, kATlVk 

e IV 

3§  il^S 
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UUNCT iCr^ 

TTl •i  
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BIMC    ~   SECOMDS 
IR m^\ bSi: ONlv 



PIGURE.    KJO  ^12. 

TIME.  MISTOPY OF ARMAME.WT  F)DIKJ& 
OM-4A, U.S.A.^/M &2.-A204. 

COWriGUQATIOKirxM- 7<i3£>eDom) 
AVLDAGt GROSS WtlGUT: 2A3>s L£> 

LOMG CG LOCATION: 10 4.^0   IM WD 
LÄTLRAL CG LOCATION: |.a5 \H.CLT) 

CLIGUT COWDITIOKJ: 3LIUUT DiJfc C^AL   üN) 

TRIM CAS*, m   l/NOTb 

DtMSITY ALTITUDt: 4 4 /o fCtT 
ROTOR SPt£D:^94   K'P^I 

4 
pircu  

cJnd LOkiG STICK 

Ot x 

3^ / . 

DOLL  
^ LAT STICK 
(COMT^OLS PIXLD) 

YAW  
and   PtDAL 

^     Q 
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TIME. 
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ofiL.   »J«.>:1   iilfuT 
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riGURC-     MO   2.i^D 

TIME.  UISTORY or ARMAMENT  FIDIKIG 
OM--4A, U.S.A.,e/M e2-42ü^ 

rLIGi,T COWDITIOKJ.'KT. uotLi^b Puu UP, COWPGUQATIONiXM 7 (^0 UP) 
AVtDAGt GßOSb WtlbUT:2380LBb 

L0kJ6 C G LOCATIOU: 104.65 IN tAn) 

LATLPAL CG LOCATION: .95 IN (Lt) 

-L C 

TRIM CA&:93 KNOTS 
iXUbirv AlTITU0G.:^^-7o FELT 

ROTOR SPCtD:39a WM 

A 

PITGU   
^nd LOKiG STICK 

DOLL  
^d LAT bTICK 
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YAW  
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PlGURE.     KJO   2L\^\ 

TIME.  MISTORY OP ARMAM&NJT  FlDlklG 
•■ •> ÖM-^A, Lj.S.A.,3/kl <ED2.-A2.0A 

0^riGUCATION:XM.7 (3.50UP) CLIGUI COWDITlOKj: W ROLLING PULL, UP 

AVLDAGt GROSS WtlGUT: 240O L^S TPIM CAb : 9^ KNOTS 

LONG. CG LOCATIOU : (OA.70 IN (APT) DtXlSllY ALTITUDt ■^-+?'    PLCT 

LATLPAL CG LOCATION : l.OO IN (a) DOTOR SPEtD : 394 UlVi 

C9Ak 

Pircu  
eand LOkjG STlCk 

DOLL  
^d LAT STICK 

YAW  
c^d   PEDAL 
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TIME.    ^   SECOkiDS 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 
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PIGURE.    MO  2.15 

TIME.  HISTORY or ARMAMENT  DDIklG 

COWPGUOATIOMiXM-T ^b0 DOWN) 

AVE.DAGt GROSS Wkl6UT:2^7o LöS 

LOWG C6 LXATIOkl: 104^5 M (AFT) 
LATLPAL CG LOCATION: .95 M (LT) 

CLIGUT COKIDITIOKJ: RT ROLLING PULL ^(OAL OPF 

TRIM CA&: 9b KNOT-b 

DOJSITY ALTITUDt: 4470 FLLT 

ROTOR SPEtD:394 ftPlV^ 

PITCH  
dnd LONG STlGk 

ROLL  
^d LAT STICK 

YAW  
cvxd PEDAL 

i| 
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4b. 
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UP(bA£ OPF) 
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I 

riGURE.    KJO. aie 

TIMt  UISTOPY OF ARMAMENT  FIDIKJG 
OM-^A, Lj.e.A.,e/M e>2.-A2o^r 

COWCIGUQATIOM: XM-T (bbod0m) 
AVLDAGt GROSS WtlGUT: 23.90 LfeS. 

LOWG C6 LOCATION: 104.70 IN (APT) 
LATLPAL CG LOCATION: .Q& IN (U) 

DOLL  
«hj LAT STICK 

PITCU  
jnd LONG STICK 

aiGUT COWDITlOW:fcT U0U1N0 PbLL-UP(^£ ON) 
TRIM CA&: O'b KNOTe 

DÜ1SITY ALTITUDt: 4470 PLLT 

QOTOR SPEtD: 394 RPM 

YAW,  
and  PtDAL 

m JIFFI^AL iirr ONLY 
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riCBURE.    MO.2.17 

TIME  HISTORY OF ARMAME.MT  riDIMG 
OM-^A, U.e.A.,e/M e>2.'A204 

C0WriGUQATION:XM-8 (3.50UP) CLIG^T COWDITIOKJ:W0vtB.6At.0t:p) 

AVtDAGG. GDOSS Wti6UT:2530 LbO TRIM CA6:ZtLR0 
LOWG CG LXATIOU: 105.-45 IN (APT) DEXISITY ALTITUDt:4l20 PE.E.T 
LATLPAL CG LOCATION : UDO iKi(UT) ROTOR SPEtD: 3ÖA ftt>N\ 

PITCU   
jhd LOUG STICK 

DOLL  
m4 LAT STICK 

(COKJTROLS nxtD) 

YAW  
and  PEDAL 
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TIME.   ~   SECOKJDS 
FOR OffJCAi uSt ONLV 



I 

riGLJRE.     MO  2.\&> 

TIME  HISTORY OF ARMAME.WT  riDIKJG 
OM-4A, U.S.A.,e/KJ &2.-A20A 

CUeifT COKIDITIOKJ: UOV&R(5At-0Kj) COMPIGUQATIONiXM-ÖOÄrUP) 
AVtßAGG. GROSS WLI6UT:2545LB6 
LOKIG CG. LOCATIOU: I05.5O IN iArr) 

LATLDAL CG LOCATION: UD6 IN(LT.) 

ROLL  
^nd LAT STICK 

(CONTROCti ^ixto) 

PITGU  
and LOUG STICK 

TPIM CAStZLrlO 

DOJSITY ALTITUDf. 4120 PEET 
POTOR SPECD: ^94- ftPN^ 

YAW  
and  PEDAL 

TIME SECOKJDS 

EOR OFMCAL USE ONLY 



PlGURE.    NJO   219 

TIME  HISTORY OP ARMAMENT  PIQIMG 

l IM    C.ROOND   CCCt-CTi 

C0WriGUQATI0N:XM-8(^5oDOwN) 
AVtDA&G. GROSS WDGUT: 2550 uES 
L0W6 CG. LOCATION:  105.55 tN(Arr) 
LATLRAL CG LOCATION: UO Hi (LT) 

PI row  
jnd LOUG STICK 

POLL  
**4 LAT STICK 

(COMTUOLS FIXED) 

TLIG^T COWDiriOW:i40vgR(<5AE,-OPF) 
TRIM CA&: ZC^O 

DLWSITY ALTITUDE: 450v0 FLLT 
ROTOR SPELD: 'i^A ÖPM 

YAW  
and  PtDAL 
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riGURE_   ^J0.2_^o 

TIME.  MISTORY OP ARMAME.WT  FIDIWG 
OM-^-A, U.S.A.,e/NJ ea-^20-4 

C0Wi:iGUQATION:XM-8 C55oD0wN) 
AVtßAGE. GROSS WtlGUT : 25e5 L6S 
L0W6 CG. LOCATION: lOb.60 IN i^T) 

LATE.DAL CG LOCATION: 1.15 ^ (LT) 

ROLL  
^d LAT STICK 

(CONTROLS riXtD) 

PITCU   
jnd LOkJG STICK 

CLIG^T COWDITIOKJ.'UOvt^Q^-o») 

TRIM CA6: Z£RO 

DOISITY ALTITUDt: 4bOO PLtT 
QOTOR SPECD: 594 PPtsn 

YAW  
and  PtDAL 

o 

31 UP ^ i 

TIME    —   SECOKJDS cai JFr:;.;: USE ONLY 



c 

PIGURE»     KJO   Z2-1 

TIME  HISTORY OP ARMAM&MT  DPIMG 

C0WriGUQATION:XM- 8 (15* ^P) TLIGUT COWDITIOKJ: LEPT siotWARDCsAt-oc^ 
AVC.DA&G. GDOSS WtlGUT; 2525 L&S. TPIM CAS: ÄPPB0X.I2 KWOTS(rDANSLATlON) 

L0W6 CG LOCATIOW: 104.00 W (APD DEXJSITY ALTlTUDk:2)960 TEtT 
LÄTXDAL CG LOCATION: l.oo IN (LT) QOTOR SPttD: 3^4 RPM 

dnd IOWG STICK 
ROLL  

fhd LAT STICK 
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TIME   ~   SECOKJDS 
^OR OFFICAL UCf ONLY 



PIGURE.     KJO   Z2.I 

UISTORY OF ARMAMENT  PIQIMG 
OM-^A, U.S.A.,e/M e>2.-A20^ 

URATION:XM- 8 (\b' Op) CLIGUT COWDITIOKJ: LECT SICEWARDCSAE OP^ 

it GDOSS WtlGUT: Z525 LBS. TPIM CAb: flPPßOX.12 KW0TS(rDAN9LATl0N) 

GL LOCATION: 104.00 W (APH DÜÜSITV ALTlTUDt:2)960 TEtT 

M- CG LOCATION: l.oo IN (LT) QOTOR SPtCD: i^^ RPM 

  ROLL        YAW  
IG STICK +*6 LAT STICK        and  P^DAL 

(PILOT  UOLDING  GOMbTAMT  ATTITUDE.) 
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TIME    ~   SECOKJDS 
POR OFFICAl USE ONLY 



• 

PIGURE.    KlO ZZZ 

TIME  WISTORY OF ARMAME.MT CIDIMG 
OM-4-A, U.S.A.,e/M 63-4204 

(IN   tiROUMO   tFFtCT 1 

C0UriGUDATIONi:XM 8(2>.50UP) TLIGUT COKlDITiOWlLEPT SIDLM^AC-OW) 
AVC-ßAGt GROSS W£l6UT:Z5lE. Lfe6 TRIM CA&:ADPaOX.I2 KNOTSfTRAWSLATlON) 
L0W6 CG. LCK-ATIOki:  I05.AO IK (APT^ DtWSlTY ALTITÜDf.4iZO FLLT 

LATE.DAL CG LOCATION: .95 IK(LT) QOTOR SPEE.D:ä94 RPM 

DITCU  
^nd cOUG STICK 

(PILCT   UOLDING   CONSTANT   ATTiTUDfi.") 

DOLL        YAW  
**i LAT STICK        and  PEDAL 

I 

IS 

TIME SECOMDS 
FOR OFFICAL USE ONLY 



FIGURE.    MO. 22^ 

TIME  MISTORY OP ARMAMENT  DQIMG 
i IH   &0OUND  tPPtCT ) 

aiGUT COWDlTlOKjaErT SIDEW^DCSAE-OCC 

TRIM CA£>:APPROX. 12 KNOTS (TRANSLATION 

DCA1S1TY ALTITUDt:47to PttT 

POTOR SPEED: 39^ RPM 

CX)WPlGUDATIOM: XM -S (3>50 OOW(VJ) # 

AVEDAGt GROSS Wtl6UT:2580 Lbs 

LOMG CG LOCATIOU : 105.60 »idtf) 

LATE.DAL CG LOCATION: 1.15 tfi(U) 

PITGW DOLL  
^^ LAT STICK jnd LOUG STICK 

(PILOT   UOLDIWG   OOHföttNI ATTITüDtN
; 

YAW  
and  PEDAL 

c 

TIME.   ~   SEICOMDS 
C0R SFFICAl i Sf ONLY 



TIMC UISTODV OP ARMAMEWT PtQIMG 
OM-4A, U.e.A.,S/rsJ e>2-A20A 

(IN  oRCXJMO   t-FPtCT) 

COWPlGUQATIOKJ-.XM 8 (35° DOWM) CLIGUT COWDITIOKjrLLP- SlDEWARO(SAt-0H' 

AVtßAGt GROSS  WEI6UT:2595 ^bS TRIM CA6: APPRCX. 12 KNOT^TRANSLATION) 

LOW& C6 LOCATIOKJ: I05.60 IN ILT) DOlSlTY ALTlTUDt: i>g)60 pttr 

LATERAL CG LOCATION-.1.15 IN ftT) ROTOR SPttD: 5»»4 ^Pf^ 

PITCM ROLL  
*^ LAT STICK «and LOloG STICK 

(PILOT   UOLDING COKbTAhiT  ATTITUDE.) 

YAW  
and  PEDAL 

r 

»if M 
<üC     la ;": 

-a S 

i^ 
y««« 

« T) g ä Ä   ^> 

o 
j« |  I»« 

t- 

B 
J 

82 *       / 
0 S!^ t 

9,^^. . 

u<   l. i. 1\ 
\- 

/   . 

L^r 

?■>      r>i 

n 

t - ii i: 
-4- -  + 

-, 

IMC SECOKJDS 
^j' 



I 

P1GURE.    KJO  £Z^ 

TIMt  HISTORY OP ARMAMENT  PIDIMG 

COWPlGUQATION: XM ö i 5.3° UP) 

AVLDAGt GROSS WEI6UT: I5b0 i£> 
L0W6 CG LOCATIOkJ: 105.55 iw ^m 
LATE.RAL CG LOCATION: 1.10 iw ur) 

PITGU  
«and LOkJG STICK 

DOLL  
*4 LAT STICK 

(CONTROLS nxto) 

CLia'T COWDITIOM: LXv/tt PL.^wrCs^e-ofr) 

TRIM CAS: ^5  i^NO-ri 

DÜÜSITV ALTITUDt: 5a. ZO   CCCT 

ROTOR SPCtD: 594 ^M 

YAW  
and PtDAL 

TIME. ^   SCICOKJDS 
r#vn   AmAMi   n^r AR« %# 



TIME HISTORY OP ARMAME.WT  DDIKIS 

C0WnGUPATI0M:XM-e>(2,.5oUP) 
AVtßAGt GROSS WElGUT: 2555 L^>S 

LOklG CG LOCATION: 105.55 IK (AFT) 
LATLDAL CG LOCATION: UO IN (LT) 

PlfGU  
<and LOkiG STICK 

DOLL  
*™i LAT STICK 

(COMTRDLS riXLD) 

TLI^T C0WDITI0»J:LC^&L PLlGrWT r^AL-OM^ 
TRIM CA&:i5 KNOTc> 

DEAJSITV ALTITUDE.: 5620 PE.E.T 

QOTOR SPE:C.0:594UPM 

YAW  
^nd PEDAL 

I 

sä* 

3 
< 

AN&LL     OP ATTAOv   AN» I1 

iMOPERATWt^ 

3 
O 

o 
-I 

3 o 

ui 

a 

T) S IS -^ ♦> 

-I?  «1 

PITCH t  

TIME &&COKJD 
fAn   ftmiiai    HAI"   ^»111« 



( 

TIME  HISTORY or ARMAMENT  PIQIMG 

C0UPlGURATI0M:XM-8C3boO0WN) CLIGtlT COWOITlOW.UvLLPLiGUTr.^ orf) 
AVLßAGG. GßOSS WEI6UT:2570  LöS TRIM CA6:i5 ^HOT-, 

LOWG CG. LOCATIOW. I05.?>5 IN (ATT^ DüüSITY ALTlTUDf.SoSo FLET 

LATERAL CG LOCATION: UOIHCU.) ROTOR SPtED: 3^^ RPf^ 

PITCU  
^nd LOUG STICK 

ROLL  
**6 LAT STICK 

(CONTROLS  FIXLD) 

YAW  
«and  PEDAL 

JO 

f.O - 

X 
M 

a 
0) 

ö?ä 

< 3' 
l^*,,■»-   Lfe 

1 

AMGL£  OP   ATTTACX AND 

i 

SlDtSlflP    IMOPl£RATIVt 

i 

■ 

OITCH 

■ 

I 
VAVA/ 

< o > u 
J 

... 

PITCH i 
ROLL y 

VAW 7 

2 «". 
ddi 

up p e*}t<»ii 

~^J 

-4  : 

L)wO, 

Ir-P I f^ 11 M   CÜ- 

/ 
— 1 

IMC.   ~   SElCOkJDS 
rne ftcnoAi ncr nutv 



f-   I \-3 i—i r^s i 

TIME.  HISTORY OP ARMAMENT   FIDIKJ& 
OW-4A, LJ.S.A.,e/M ea-4204 

COWPIGUQATION : AM- Ö I ^5° DOWN) CLIGUT COWDITIOig: LUCL  tuduriSte-O*] 

AVLQAGE. GROSS WEIGUT: zs&o tt TRIM CA6:35 KMOTS 

LOWG CG LOCATION: )05.60 m.(fifr) DtKlSlTV AlTlTüDt.'io^O fSCI 

LATLDAL CG LOCATION: 1.15 .N ^LT) ROTOR SPEXD : 39A  l?PM 

PITGU  
.and LONG STICK 

POLL        YAW  
-md LAT STICK        ami PEDAL 

(CONTROLS POCtO) 

r 

a o 

Ü 3' I o 

<    < 

 1_ 

AMGLt   OC    A1TACK  AND 

uJ T) S a •" K 
I     r n      xv    JO*- 

3^ 
PITCH r ■ J,.^4^^. 4—J 
ra^ Eau. S 

■o5 «^ T-J i 

Si? i4r 
.  "{7- -^ -T r ■■ ■ 

4  Tii«*S  ' -4- 

I r- 
p=^    * 

-~. 

x .^3 

LAT >-' 

U>NC 

<^ 
TIME2"—   SECOMDS 

Ffiß nrnrAi IICF n^v 



TIME   UISTODY OP ARMAMEM"  DDIKJG 

COkjriGUQATlON: XNA-ft (h.<b0 UP; 

AVLDA&G. GßOSS WtlGUT: 2bh0 L&6 
LOKJG CG LOCATIOW : I05.b0 IN (APT) 

LATLPAL CG LOCATION: 1.15 tNJ (LT) 

DOLL  
-md LAT STICK 
(CONTROLS PIXLD) 

PI rcu  
«and LONG STICK 

aiGUT CONDITIOKJ:RIGHT SIDESLIP  ^t-offN 

TRIM C46i55Kll0n 
DEAjSlTY ALTlTU0t;5ezo FtET 

DOTOR SPttO: ^e4Rfw 

YAW  
and  PtDAL 

o 

u 

^   n 

ä 

uJ 

< 

Q 

35 

-) a 

< 

\i 

TR/M COND/TIOU APPßOXlMATELV 45°ß/OHT  SID£SL/P. 

SIDESLIP mOUE   WAS MOPERATIVZ DUR/NG  TU IS  TEST. 
ANGLE OP ATTACK VMS ALSO /A/OPERAT/VE 

!      > 

..\v\ 
, 

Pll    M UOL.L 

a 
3 3^^ *>• or     = 

<     " 

PlT(_M 
. 

.^•^ U,Ol.L- 

r 5 s^l LAT.  ; 
0 

Pt&Ai 

— P^-   t   ^ <    l    IM    CV I 
TIME ÖECOMDS 

FOR OFFfMI IICF nNI v 



TIME.  UISTORV or ARMAME.WT  TIDIMG 
OU-^A, LJ.S.A.,<O/M 03-^20^ 

COWnGUPATlOtyi'.XM P.(3.50UP) CLIGUT COWDITIOW: RIGHT SIDESLIP   Al-QU 

AVE.DAGt GßOSb WtlGUT :2« 90 Lfce TRIM CA£>:35 kNOr^ 

LOWG C G LOCATION ! 105.60 IN ^"0 DÜÜSITY ALTjTUDt: ^ofeO P^l 

LATLPAL CG LOCATION : Ü4 IN an QOTOR &PLtD:394 UPM 

PI TOW   
dnd LONG STICK 

POLL        YAW  
-»^ LAT  STICK cind  PEDAL 

(CONTRDUb PTXCD) 

o9 
Q 

5 ) 

3 ^ 

77?//W CCNOJTIOA/ APPROXIMQTELV 4-5° W&UTSiD£SUP. 
SMeSUPAHQLB  WAS   INOPERATIVE DU#/A/6TmS TEST. 

ANGLE OE ATTACK.   WAS ALSO /A/OPEJZATIi/B 

i 

r    m 

4»» ;  I 

^ ^J      S    -     ^ ct 

a 
5 

^ 3 
ö ^«ö.  a 
uJ 

3° a   a 3 

A 2 • 
O * 

a. = 
o ^ 

?' 
i .■>. J 

g|  ^ 

TIM&    ~   SE.COMDS 
FOR OFFirAl  IKF ONI V 



TIME.  NISTORY OP ARMAMEWT  DRIMG 

COWriGUDATION: XM-8(^0DO^N) 

AVLDAGt GROSS Wtl6UT:2570 Lfbs 

LOWG CG LOCATIOW: 105.^5 IN (APT) 
LATO^uL CG LOCATION: UO IN (LT.) 

PI row  
dnd LOMG STICK 

DOLL  
«^ LAT STICK 

(COMTOXä FIXtD) 

TLIGUT COWDITICK.:RIGHT SMSSL^fMCrOTr) 
TRIM CA&: 35 KKJOTS, 

DÜ1SITY ALTITUDt: 50€0 rtLT 
QOTOR SPEltD: -i^^V fcPlY^ 

YAW  
and  PtDAL 

j- *}f*ic.a */£>£Si-M=> 

AMCI-JE. OP ATTACA: 

3 

uJ <t »i ex -^  -^ 

TIME. '~   Ö&COKJDS 
^OR OFFICAL Uft ONIY 



OW-^A, U.S.A.,e/M 6a-4204 
C0Wri&UQATIOKi:xNA-6CS5,,DüWW) 

AVLDAGt GROSS WtlGUT:2-t5 L£G 

LOWG CG LOCATION: IOS/D-S INCAF'^ 

LATLRAL CG LOCATION: UC*> IN iLT) 

PITCU  
«and LOUG STICK 

DOLL  
" ,md LAT STICK 

(CONTROLS PIXE-D) 

CLIG^T COMDiTlON:R>GUT S1DLSLI0   AL ON) 

TRIM CA(6:S5 KMOT^ 

OLMSITY ALTITUDt:so<bO Pt&l 

DOTOR SPtLO: 1)94 kPr^ 

YAW  
and  PLDAL 

ex 

: 

s3v 

11' 

7W//M toNorrw MVRöxßtereL* 45-RIGHT SIDE sue 
SIDESLIP MJäLE WAS INOPERATIVE DURING THIS  TEST. 

ANGLE OC ATTACK WAS ALSO MOPERATWZ. 

3* m - • 3. 

at   .«_ 

3Ö 
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< O > 
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m\ i > J«*"    L 
o 

■ 
VA\Av 
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NAW 

LAT 

PLD^V. ^ 

, LC'U 

f-l- ^ -     '      I1 -^    '     J 

TIME ÖECOKJDS 

FOR OFFICAL USE ONLY 



I IMb.    MI^D I UWY   Uli-   AKMAMbuIMI      l-JKINU 

OM-4A, U.S.A.,e/M e>2-A2o-a 

C0WriGUQATl0N:XM-8(b.5o UP) TLIGUT COWDITIOKJ'.SUGUT DIVE (bAL-OTf) 
AVE.DAG£ GROSS WtlGUT: Z5 70 LbS TRIM CA&: 105.^ KNOTio 

L0kJ6 CG LOCATIOU: 105*55 IN lAFT) DtKISlTY ALTITUDE.: 5590 FtLT 
LATLDAL CG LOCATION:l.lO IN (LT) POTOR SPEtD:b94 UPM 

PITCH  
«and LOkiG STICK 

4 
DOLL  

^«d LAT STICK 
fCOMTROLS PIXE.D/ 

YAW  
and  PtDAL 

JO 

J.Q 

i< 
3 

:A. 

J^ 

I 
<    < 

■i 

ANGLt,  OP   OlCjEÄUP? 
^ 

AKJ&Lt :0P   ATJACL 
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PITCH; 

uJ ^S 
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ü 

uJ     It, 

0*8 • a *> 

BOUL.- 

Pircn-I , 

J 
IS«) J«*3 

.Jr" 

VAW 

ROLL, 
. 

VA\H 

. — e.- 

F?.       I        CM 

peoAL'? 

c? 
TIM& 

^_ 

UOM^i 

r 
ÖELCOKJDS 

FOR OfFICAL USE ONLY 
"V 



I    HVlk=.      Hl>-J   I  V^f-V T     V-/>-     /-Ar^lVI/-MVICTIM l        r-|i->ii^>—^ 

OM-^-A, LJ.e.A.,e/M 62-4204 

COWriGUQATIOMiXM-Ö (i^UP) 
AVE-ßAGC GROSS Wtl6UT: 25©S LR>S 

LOWG CG. LOCATION: lOS.foO IN (APT) 
LATLRAL CG LOCATION: 1.15 IN.(LT) 

PITCU  
dnd LOkJG STICK 

ROLL  
**d LAT STICK 

(COWTRDLS nXCD) 

CLIGUT COKIDITIOKJ: SLIGHT  DIV/C (SAi-Ok) 
TRIM CAS: IO^ 5 KNOTS 

DOJSITY ALTITUDf. 6590 FEtT 

ROTOR SPEtO: 2)94 RPM 

YAW  
and  PEDAL 

I ul 
K 

S^' 

70 

 ♦ 

^ 

^ 
^ 

p 
5 

a 

3 5' 

AMG^L OC   ATTACK. 
IMOPfcRATlvt 

, u 
AN&Lt. 

- 
oc «£ioe.*ii-iP 

a: o %. | IS 

-J. i   z • 

S>; 

O 
uJ 

«•I* 
ROLL 

3 o 
a 

2 
O u 

-O ill 

2 ^ 
0 5 

8? 

D   -^    > 

-     t-     I»- 
i     u     u 

VAW ' 

PITCH    K PITCH 

YAW 51 

vr 
•or 

^ IB  |& .1 

j^r-i . J. 
pko*c ^ 

P Ittl I  M Qi 

■ 
—j.. 

I  

oL^ 

4- ■ i 

iL 
TIME   ~  SECOMDS 
m omcAL use ONLY 



OM-^A, U.S.A.,e/M e2-420^ 
COWriGUPATIOM: XM-Ö( 35o0O\A/N) ai&^T COWDITlOKj: SU6WT DIVE(bAt-a:p) 
AVtßAGt GROSS WtlGUTlZS&OLbS TRIM CA&: I05w5 MOTS 

L0W6 CG LOG 4TIOW: 105.55 IN (APT) DÜÜSITY ALTlTUDf. 5590 FELT 
LATLDAL CG LOCATION: 1.05 iN.(LT) ROTOR SPCtD: 2>94 kPW 

PITCH  
«and LOUG STICK 

ROLL  
A^ LAT STICK 

: CONTROLS PIXEO) 

YAW  
and  PEDAL 

QC J1 

sä' 
2  cO 

< < 

40 

io 

zo 

AMGLt  or    ATTACK, 
IMOPe-k^TlVC 

3 

o 
UJ 
-J 
o 
3 

5 V, 3 ifc 

3 4 - J 

•a •> 

s  § ^ ^ 
JO' 

AM&l_fe.    OP    ■ J-ICML^LAP 

i 

I Ptrcw 

" 

äs 

a 

5PJJ3 
gS -a ♦> 
a 2      t- 

Jö- 

^st kov_J 

HtS*5i »1 

at.. Jo 13    1 r-f^  ) 

UAT   V 

R.   1 

pen AL 

PCPCM n-M T 

VAW-- 

1 »»«aw 
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i    __ 

IS     Crr  

UO^<- 

uoNe 

1 
o TIME. 

^j 
SCJCOMDS 

•4- 

m OFflCAL USE ORIY 



OW-^-A, U.S.A. .»e/M e>2.-A20^ 

C0WnGUQATION:XM-e>(^6oD0WN) CLIGUT COKIDITIOKJ'.SUGUT DIVE  lt*£-CM) 
AVtßAGt GROSS WtlGUT: 2525 Le>9. TRIM CA&-, 105.6 KNiOT^ 

L0W6 CG LOCATIOW: I05.5O IN (APT) DtKJSITY AUITUDf.sezO  PEtT 
LATLPAL CG LOCATION: 1.05 IN (LT) ROTOR SPEtD: 394 RPt^ 

PITCU - 
dnd LOWG 
 DOLL  
STICK ^d LAT STICK 

YAW  
cänd  PEDAL 

(CONTROLS F1XLD) 

TIME IMC    ~   SEICOMDS. 
OR OiHCAL USE ONCY 



OM-^A, U.S.A.,e/M &Z-AZ04- 

CLIG^T COWDITIOKj: XT ROLLING PULL. OP(5A€OH) 

TRIM CAS: £2 KfkioTS 
DOlSiTV ALTITUDf. 57io rctr 

DOTOR SPEtD : 354 «PM 

COWPlGURATlON.'AM -6 ( 3^° UP) 
AVtuAGt GROSS WtlGUT: ZSIöL^. 

LOKiGCG. LOCATION; 10^.45 IR(APT) 

LATLRAL CG LOCATION: LOI  /N.(U ) 

p| row  
«and LOklG STICK 

RCLL  
<MJ LAT STICK 

YAW  
ami  PEDAL 

/ 

TIM£   ~   öE^OKiDS 

«-OR OFFICAL USE GHLi 



Cs^c o 

/-Z, 



I 

P1GURE.    MO    Z3& 

TIME HISTORY OF ARMAME.MT  DDIKIG 

C0WriGURATl0M:AM-6  (3.5° üP) 

AVE-ßAGt GROSS WEIGUT:25d5 L&S 

LOWG CG LOCATIOkl.' \05.50 /N (ACT) 

LATE.PAL CG LOCATION-' '••" M (LT) 

PITCH  
«and LOUG STICK 

DOLL  
^d LAT STICK 

CUGITT COWDITIOKJ.-LT eou-ZNC   Puu.-u'^At: ow) 

TRIM CAb: 92- k^OT3 

DüySlTY ALTITUDE.: 5710 «TT 

ROTOR 6PCXD: 3» 94 ePM 

YAW  
and  PEDAL 

I 

ifi 

o3 
3 - 

< < 

^-3 

•^      a 

?,*"* mm- 
18'115 la 

^11 u   t 

L .* O^H 
5 I i ^& o o 
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uoiJo 

TIME.   ~  SCCOKJDS 
FOR ?rr"v •-' my 
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PC DA I y 



TIME.  UISTORY OP ARMAME.WT  riDIKJG 

C0WnGUt<Äri0Ni:XM-8 ("ib0 DOU^N)        CUGMT COWDITIOW.PIT ROL^IMG PULL-UP f.Ae-c 

AVtDAGt GROSS WtlGUT: 25^-5 L.ee TRIM CAS: 32 K^OTS 

LOKIG CG LOCATION: 105.55 IN (APT) 

LATE.RAL CG LOCATION; .95 IN (R1) 

PITCU  
«and LOlüG STICK 

ROLL  
mi LAT STICK 

DtWSITY ALTITUDt: 5iiO PttT 

QOTOR SPLtD: "bS^ RPf^ 

YAW  
and  PtDAL 

^ iT 

II' 

JO 

H 
jt). 

^p 

3 
o ^— 
S 

uJ 
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ui 

•D •) a. 5 ^ 
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AMGLfe.   OP   41TACK. 
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TIME   -v   SECOMDS 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 
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JrP l'r^ M O-i 
/<? // /i 
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— 1 'T wprw 



M 

I 

riGURE-    KJO  z^o 

TIME  HISTORY OP ARMAME.NJT  FIPIKIS 
OW-4A, U.S.A.,e/M e>2.-A20^ 

COWriGUQATION: XM-8(55aD0WN) 
AVLBA&t GROSS WtlGUT: 2555 uBfe 
LOWG CG. LOCATIOW: 105.^0 IN (ATT) 

LATLDAL CG ^XATION: i.oo IN (LT) 

rilGUT COWDITIOW.LT ROU.I(HGPULL-UP(S0t.0N) 

TRIM CA&: 92. KKiCne 

DtWSlTY ALTITUDt:5-7io rttr 

PITCU  
and LOkiG STICK 

POLL  
mi LAT STICK 

YAW  
and   PEDAL 

: 

a J j) 

1^) ui 

5 if 

II' 

/.<5 

b^J 

3$ ;^l 
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3 3 | 
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15^ 
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ANG)L.^    OP   KTTAOS 
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AMCii-L   C?«     t.itt-SulP - 

YAW 
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PtDAa  i 
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 —  ■■ V 
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Z. 
TIME   ~   öEX:OMDS 
FOR CthCAL USE ONLY 
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bCÜL-ON 

fZ. 



TIME.  W1ST0RV or A TMROTTLE CHOP 

C0WriGUQATlOKi:XM-8 5T0WED 

AVLQAGC GPOSb WtlGUT: 2545 LBS 
LOI06 CG LOCATION:I05.00   IN (An) 

LATLPAL CG LOCATION: l.bO IN (LT) 

pircu  
jnd LONG STICK 

POLL  
-^ LAT STICK 

CLlGa C0WD1T10N: CUIV\fe (SAL-OPP) 

TRIM CAS: 43.5 KNOTS 

DLDSITV ALTITUOf. 50CXD FELT 
QOTOR SPCEO: 59A DDM 

YAW  
ml PtDAL 

Ql 

> 2 
0 

/ - 
o- 

o ja 
o < 

— ^ . 

UJ   T)., f,   ••'      • 

'X      o y 

31 i % J 
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t "M^eoyz^r cy^y^ 

:-X 

?stq. 
/ff/r WL-ßSOI* totoZS.S 

PlTdH 

LAT 7 

ROLL" rr- 

p£DAi_ 

yAW* 

l_OMG 

YAW- 

X 

t^OÄ 6FFICAL USE ONLY 
^r 





TIME.   UlSTOQY OP A THROTTLE CHOP 

CUGUT COMDlTlOW.LtVtL PL\&MT(SAL-OFF) 
TRIM QJ&'.A^JD KNOTS 

DajblTY ALTITUDf. BOOOPLET 

COWriGUQATlOKJIXM-S  STOWtD 
AVLßAGt GROSS WLIGUT:25bO LBS 
LOW& C& LOCATION: 105.00 IN  (An) 

LATLDAL CG LOCATlOM*. 12)0 IN.(LT) DOTOR SPEtD: 394 WM 
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AFPLNÜIX  II 

GLUKAL AIRCRAFT  INFORMATION 

Aircraft Dimensions, Design Data,  FAA Type Inspection Authorization 
Limitations, Weight and    Balance,   and Instrumentation  

1, Sources of Information 

The following descriptive and design information was obtained 
from the FAA approved Flight Manual and the limitations were obtained 
from the FAA Type Inspection Authorization applicable at the time of 
the tests.    The aircraft was  flown to these limitations unless other- 
wise stated in the body of the report. 

2. Description of Aircraft and Systems 

2.1         Aircraft  Design Data 

a. Aircraft Dimensions and Certified Weights 

Length  (nose to tail  skid) 29ft  9.6 in. 

Length  (.rotors  turning) 38ft  8.6 in. 

Height   (tip of main rotor static 7ft   1.Ü in. 
blade with droop stop engaged) 

Height  (to top of rotor mast) 8ft  10.5 in. 

Height   (tip of main rotor aft 9ft 9.4 in», 
blade neutral  position) 

Width   (tread) 7ft 2.75 in. 

Rotor Diameter 33ft 4.0 in. 

Empty Weight (approximately) 1520 lb 

Design Gross Weight 2572 lb 

Overload Gross Weight 2900 lb 

b. Control Travel 

Collective Pitch (full down to 11.2 in. 
full up) 

Cyclic Pitch (full forward to full aft)   8.2 in. 
* (full left to full right)    9.5 in. 
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Pedal {full  left of neutral) 2.6 in. 
(full right of neutral)        2.6 in. 

c.  Rotor Dimensions and Design Data 

Main Rotor: 

Number of blades 2 

Rotor Diameter 33ft 4.0  in.. 

Rotor Solidity .0464 

Swept Area 872.69ft2 

blade chord   (root to tip) 1ft  2 in. 

Blade Airfoil   (root to tip) Modified NACA 0011 

Flapping angle ! 4.5 deg 

Blade Twist - 10 deg 

Tail Rotor 

Number of blades 2 

Rotor Diamter 5ft 

Rotor Solidity .1114 

Swept Area 19.6ft2 

Blade chord (root to tip) 2.71 in. 

Blade Airfoil (root to tip) BHC-TAÜ-S2 

Blade Twist 0 deg 

d.  Gear Ratios 

Power turbine to engine output shaft  5.833/1.0 

Engine output shaft to rotor 15.23/1.0 

Engine output shaft to tail rotor 2.35/1.0 

2.2   Aircraft Systems 

2.2.1 Electrical System 

Direct current electrical power is supplied by a 28 volt nickel- 
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cadmuim battery and supply system.  Provisions are available for ex- 
ternal power to be used during starts or ground operation and a 150 
ampere generator maintains electrical power while in flight. Circuit 
breakers in the DC circuit breaker panel on the overhead console fur- 
nish protection for the system. 

The alternating current is supplied by a 50 volt ampere, single 
phase transistorized inverter, which converts the 28 volt DC to 115 
volt AC and 6 volt AC. The 115 volt power is supplied to the gyro- 
horizon, directional gyro, AC caution light and the AC failure relay. 
The 6 volt AC supplies power for the engine out warning light.  The 
AC system is protected by circuit breakers on the overhead console. 

2.2.2  Power Plant 

The test aircraft was equipped with an Allison Tb3-A-5  gas 
turbine engine.    This engine is designed to produce 275 shaft horse- 
power for takeoff at 6000 rpra (engine output shaft speedj  on a sea 
level  standard day. 

2.2.3 Landing Gear 

The helicopter is equipped with a skid-type landing gear 
attached to the fuselage at the four points. Ground handling wheels 
are provided as loose equipment and may be installed for moving the 
helicopter on the ground.  Flight with wheels is unrestricted. 

2.2.4 Fuel System 

The fuel system incorporates a single bladder type fuel cell 
with a capacity of 76 gallons. The cell is located below and aft of 
the passenger seat. Two fuel boost pumps, two fuel quantity tank units 
and a low level warning switch are contained in the fuel cell.  The 
fuel cell is filled through a filler cap locates on the right side of 
the helicopter at Station 119.00. 

2.2.5 Flight Control System 

The flight control system is a push-pull tube mechanical type, 
activated by conventional helicopter controls. The system includes: 
the cyclic control stick, used for longitudinal and lateral control; 
the collective pitch control lever (main rotor), used for vertical and 
power control; and directional control pedals used for heading and anti- 
torque control. Removable dual controls are provided for the copilot. 

The cyclic stick grip contains a radio/ICS thumb switch, a heading- 
hold engagement switch, a 4 way combination gun elevation and heading 
change switch and a trigger gun-firing switch.  The latter 2 switches 
function only when an armament kit is installed. The moving friction of 
the cyclic control can be changed by hand tightening the friction adjust- 
er located inboard of the control stick on the front face of the pilot's 
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seat support.    The copilot's cyclic stick,  when installed, has 
the same friction as the pilot's control stick.    The copilot's cyclic 
control  is  removable for solo operation.    Both sticks may be adjusted 
individually fore and aft by means of a knob located above the base of 
each cyclic control. 

The collective pitch control  lever functions in a conventional 
manner to provide vertical and power control.    Desired operational 
friction can be set by hand tightening the friction adjusting knob  loc- 
ated between the pilot's and copilot's seat cushions.    A twist grip 
type throttle and a switch box assembly are  located in the upper end of 
the pilot's collective pitch control   lever.    The twist grip includes  an 
idle detent to prevent  inadvertent engine cutoff.    The switch box assembly 
contains the starter and landing light switches,  gun charger switch and 
power turbine governor speed selector switch (beep switch).    The copilot's 
collective pitch control lever, when installed, contains only the twist- 
grip type throttle control.    The copilot's  collective is removable for 
solo operation. 

The pilot and copilot anti-torque pedals function in a convention- 
al manner.     Pedal adjusters  located between the pedals enable adjustment 
of pedal distance for individual comfort.    The copilot's anti-torque con- 
trol pedals, when installed,  are identical to the pilot's pedals and are 
removable for solo operation. 

The single hydraulic system has two essential functions.    First, 
it reduces pilot  fatigue by use of servo actuators in the cyclic,cuilec- 
tive and directional control systems, which furnish hydraulic assist for 
all control movements.    Second, the servo cylinders in the cyclic system 
aid in damping out any feedback forces from the main rotor.    The cyclic 
and collective servo actuators are equipped with irreversible valves 
which automatically provide irreversibility of the controls when hydrau- 
lic power is off or the system malfunctions. 

The hydraulic system is composed of a pump package,  control valve 
package,  manual servo cylinders, self-sealing disconnect fittings,  attach- 
ing lines  and fittings.    The pump package consists of a fixed displace- 
ment gear pump,  reservoir, pressure regulator,  fluid level gage,  filter 
element and screen.    A solenoid operated valve element and the main  sys- 
tem filter constitutes the control valve package.    The pump is driven by 
the transmission.    This pump supplies pressure tc the servo actuators, 
which are connected into the mechanical  linkage of each control system. 
Hydraulic system pressure is present by the pressure regulator of the 
pump package to 600 psi.    The system is serviced with MIL-L-7808 turbine 
oil.    Capacity of the system is 2 pints.    The reservoir capacity is  1 
pint. 

The main rotor is <  2 bladed,  semi-rigid,  see-saw type that  is 
all-metal  construction,    "he blade airfoil  section is designed to provide 
both high  lift  and low profile drag.    The blades may easily be manually 
folded for ease in shipping and storage.    The rotor assembly is secured 
to the mast with a cap fitting which incorporates provisions for attach- 
ing a cable to hoist the helicopter.    Oil  lubrication  (MIL-L-7808)   is -. 
employed for the hub assembly and the oil  level  is inspected through the 
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the use of sight gages which are visible froc the ground. 

The stabilizer bar is mounted on the mast just below and 90 
degrees to the main rotor blades. The purpose of the bar and associat- 
ed control linkage is to use the inertia effect on the bar for stability. 
The mast following characteristic of the bar is regulated by 2 fixed ori- 
fice hydraulic dampers. The damping is such that for small disturbances 
the low rate damping is available. When larger disturbances are encount- 
ered the high rate damping is used;  If the helicopter is upset by a gust 
or a control input, the bar tends to remain in its original plane and by 
doing so tends to return the helicopter to its original attitude just be- 
fore the upset. 

The tail rotor is a 2 bladded, semi-rigid type with each blade 
connected to a common yoke. The blade and yoke assembly is mounted on 
the tail rotor shaft by means of a delta flapping or see-saw hinge. 
Blade pitch is altered by the push-pull rod which runs through the tail 
rotor shaft. The tail rotor is designed to operate without requiring 
lubrication. 

The transmission consists of a spiral bevel gear and a planetary 
gear stage. This unit is connected to the engine output shaft by a 
short drive shaft which passes through a free wheeling unit. The trans- 
mission output shaft then drives the main rotor and hydraulic pumps. 
Engine output shaft rpm is reduced to main rotor speed at a ratio of 
15.11 to 1. 

This transmission and its associated drive system are qualified 
for 300 shaft horsepower at 6000 rpm power turbine speed. 

2.2.6 Stability Augmentation Equipment (SAfc): 

The ÜH-4A is equipped with single SAE for use with the armament 
installation only. The system provides damping about all 5 axes. The 
SAE is a combination of electrical and mechanical systems. The SAE 
uses electrical rate gyros' as the primary sensors. When a change in 
rate is sensed by these gyros an electrical signal is relayed to an 
electrical motor which applios the necessary corrective control input by 
extending or retracting the mechanical push-pull control tube(s). These 
corrective SAE control inputs are "mixed" with pilot inputs and have the 
following authorities (based on 100 percent pilot authority). 

Pitch - 10 percent 

Roll  - 10 percent 

Yaw   - 25 percent 

The yaw channel has limited heading-hold capability. Heading 
reference may be changed or "beeped" right or left at a slow rate while 
heading-hold is engaged. 
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Since control inputs are mixed with pilot inputs, the pilot 
must maintain control positions, as usual, to provide  a reference 
or reaction point for the actuators to work against. 

If the SAt inserts a "hardover" which is not desired, the 
system may be "overridden" by the pilot making control  inputs in the 
normal manner.    The force required is  the normal force used to move 
the controls without SAt. 

All actuators automatically return to center and lock when 
SA£ is switched off.    Centering will not occur, however,if the cir- 
cuit breaker is used to switch off SAt.    In this case the actuators 
will lock at the last position commanded by the sensors. 

3. T1A Limitations 

The following limitations were  adhered to during the tests: 

3.1        Engine and Transmission Limitations 

a.    Rating 

Shaft Horsepower 

Gas Producer rpm 

Output Shaft rpm 

Measured Gas Temperature 

NOTE: The above engine ratings are based on static 
sea It/el conditions. The maximum allowable torque as measured 
by the torque meter for below standard inlet air temperature and/ 

or ra»'. conditions is 240 foot pounds (275 HP S 100 percent N2) for 
take-off and 204 foot pounds (237 HP 8 100 percent N2) for maximum 
continuous. 

b. Temperature Limits 

Measured Gas Temoerature 

Taxe-off Maximum 
(5 min.) Continuous 

250 212 

48,950 47,350 

6000 6000 

12400F 11650F 
(6710C) (630OC) 

) 

Take-off (5 min.) 

Maximum Continuous 

1360oF 
(7380C) 

1280oF 
(6930C) 
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3.2 

3.3 

o 
Maxiraum Transient                                   155Ü F 
(Not  to exceed 6 seconds)                 (8430C) 

Oil  Inlet Temperature -650F  to 
200oF 

Airfrarae and Rotor Limitations 

A.     Rotor Speed Maximum          Minimum 

Power - ün 422                   374 

Power - Off 445                   356 

b.     Load Factor 245U Pounds 

Power - On ♦2.5 

Power - Off ♦2.5 

c.     Weight and Center of ( Gravity 

Design Weight 2450 pounds 

Overload Weight 2900 pounds 

Maximum Forward C.G. Station 99.0 

Maximum Aft C.G. Station 106.0 

Maximum Lateral C.G. _3.0 inches from 
Centerline 

Airspeed Limitation 

a.     Forward Flight   [Speed in Knots Calibrated Airspeed  (KCAS)] 

Airspeed 

2450 pounds   Vne 

VDive 

115            Decrease 4.5 knots/ 
1000 feet above  3Ü0J 

127            feet 

b.     Sideward and Rearward Fl: Lght   [Speed in KCAS] 

Sideward    Rearward 

2450 pounds 30     30 

2900 pounds 30     30 
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3.4   Sideslip Limitation 

Maximum Sideslip Angle 
Airspeed                        Degrees 

KCAS Right     Left  

40 40      40 

115 10       10 

4.0   Weight and Balance 

The test 0H-4A helicopter (S/N 62-4204) was weighed prior to 
installation of the test instrumentation with an electronic weighing 
kit in a closed hangar. The basic weight (full oil, trupped fuel and 
SAL installed) of the helicopter was 1600 pounds with a longitudinal 
C.G. of 107.9. The design gross weight of 2572 pounds can be obtained 
with the following loading: 

Basic Weight 1600 pounds 

Full Fuel 494 
(76 gal at 6.5 lb/gal) 

Pilot 200 

Cargo 278 

Gross Weight 2572 pounds 

Additional items (not included in the basic weight) which are con- 
sidered as part of the useful load and may be required for various 
missions are as follows: 

Passenger Seat Cishions        1.5 

XM-7 Armament 
(left side only with full ammo 
in 4 cans) 375 

XM-8 Armament Kit 
(full ammo in both ammo cans)   325 

Removable items (included in the basic weight) which could be 
considered as part of the useful load and may not be required for vari- 
ous missions are as follows: 

Pilot and Copilot Seat Cushions   2 pounds 

Stability Augmentation Equipment 15 pounds 
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After installation of stability and control instrumentation the 
aircraft was reweighed and the basic weight was 1716 pounds. All tests 
were flown at either the design gross weight of 2572 pounds or the over- 
load gross weight of 2900 pounds.  All of the test flying was accom- 
plished with the Cnter of Gravity located near the forward (Station 
99.Uj and aft (Station 1U6.0). 

5.Ü   Test Instrumentation 

The test instrumentation used during this test program was supplied, 
calibrated,nstalled and maintained by the Instrumentation Branch of the 
U. S. Army aviation Test Activity.  A swivel type pitot-static airspeed 
head was installed on a nose boom which extended S ft 2 in forward from 
the nose of the aircraft. The following parameters were available through 
sensitive instrumentation: 

Cockpit Instrument Panel: 

Rotor RPM 

Outside Air Temperature 

Total  Fuel Used ( 

Airspeed   (boomj 

Airspeed  (standard system) 

Altimeter  (boom) 

Angle of Sideslip (boom) 

Rate of Climb 

Total fuel used was measured by a Potter fiowmeter system which 
actuated the totalizing counter on the cockpit instrunent panel. 

The following parameters were recorded on a 14 channel Midwestern 
Model No. 581 oscillograph: 

Pedal Control Position 

Longitudinal Cyclic Control Position 

Lateral Cyclic Control Position 

Collective Pitch Control Position 

Angle of Roll 

Angle of Pitch 

Angle of Yaw 
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Rate of Roll 

Rate of Pitch . 

Rate of Yaw 

Angle of Sideslip 

Angle of Attack 

Center of Gravity Normal Acceleration 

Excitation Voltage 

Engineer's Event 

) 
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APPENDIX III 

SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

Symbol Definition Units 

KIAS knots indicated airspeed kts 

KTAS knots true airspeed kts 

Vmax maximum attainable airspeed kts 

Vne never exceed airspeed kts 

Vrain R/D airspeed for minimum rate kts 

Vmax R/C 

Vrjin Anjjle/Descent 

Vdive 

R/D 

R/C 

RPM 

IGE 

OGE 

C.G. 

Nl 

N2 

»D 
0F 
0C 

of descent 

airspeed for maximum rate kts 
of climb 

speed for minimum angle of descent     kts 

maximum permissible diving airspeed    kts 
NOTE:  normally demonstrated by 

contractor 

rate of descent ft/min 

rate of climb ft/min 

revolutions per minute rpm 

in-ground effect 

out-of-ground effect 

center of gravity in. 

compressor speed rpm 

power turbine speed rpm 

density altitude ft 

degrees Fahrenheit deg 

degrees centigrade deg 
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